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PREFACE
This state-of-the-art paper is the second in a series of papers on
farming systems research (FSR) in the Third World.
the paper are to:

The objectives of

(a) review the literature on farming systems,

(b) evaluate farming systems research in international institutes
and in national agricultural research systems in the Third World, and
(c) recommend what can be done to improve and expand FSR in order to
develop technology that is appropriate for the majority of small
farmers.
The authors discuss the confusion over the various definitions of
FSR.

They recommend a working definition which includes a holistic

approach to diagnosing constraints faced by small farmers in sitespecific locations, and in carrying out farm trials of promising
technology.

Stressing the strengths and weaknesses of current FSR

programs, they warn of the dangers of overselling FSR and of setting
up separate FSR departments; they advocate instead a close working
link between FSR and commodity research teams.
The lessons from agricultural sector studies in the 1970s should
be taken into account as FSR expands in the 1980s.

Agricultural sec-

tor studies failed to gain credibility in the 1970s because the micro
research base was often inadequate to support macro models.

Honc-e-

FSR could easily lose its credibility if micro research is not
supplemented by macro research on the political, economic, and
institutional constraints on small farmers in the Third World.
A major section of the paper deals with rapidly evolving methodologies for carrying out FSR.

FSR is not inexpensive.

raising valid questions about its cost effectiveness.

And critics are
But one can

only speculate on the costs and returns of FSR as compared with the
traditional "top-down" experiment station research approach that has
proven so capable of serving commercial farmers.

For example, while

the top-down approach has been effective in serving Zambia's 300
commercial farmers, it has failed to reach Zambia's 500,000 small
farmers.

The challenge is how to serve the majority of small farmers.

This question involves both sides of the equation--costs and returns.
Whereas the traditional research approach involves heavy capital

outlays for experiment station buildings and equipment, FSR requires
major recurrent costs to support site-specific research teams.

MSU

will publish a paper in 1981 on the cost effectiveness of FSR compared with the top-down research approach.
A number of innovations are currently reducing the cost of FSR.
In many countries FSR teams are using 2-4 week reconnaissance surveys
("sondeos") to identify the major problems facing small farmers.
But reconnaissance surveys must be supplemented by frequent interviews
of farmers ("cost route surveys") over a full year, followed by less
frequent interviews over 3-5 years as new technology is tested by
farmers.

Since frequent interviewing techniques involve recurrent

costs that are increasing rapidly (e.g., petrol costs $3 to $4 a
U.S. gallon in many Third World countries), it is necessary to shift
to less intensive methods of data collection.

For this reason, a

Michigan State University research team in Eastern Upper Volta has
recently shifted from weekly interviews of small farmers to interviewing rice farmers 14 times per year--once for each of the 14 activities
(e.g., planting, weeding) involved in the production of rice.

The

results of the MSU survey will be available in mid-1981 and will
provide a comparison of the cost and accuracy of weekly interviews
with the "activity" approach.
Improvements are needed to speed up data processing and in publishing results.

The FAo"' is developing standardized terminology for farm

management concepts in French, English, and Spanish and has developed
pre-coded questionnaires and a standardized computer program.

This

program can be used in different ecological zones and countries to
generate partial and whole farm budgets, and crop and livestock
enterprise tables on a farm by farm basis, as well as the usual
sample averages,

A growing number of Third World countries are now

using micro-computers in farm surveys.

The strengths and weaknesses

K. H. Friedrich, Farm Management Data Collection and Analysis:
An Electronic Data Processing, Storage and Retrieval System. Rome:
FAO, 1977. For information about FA0's program of work, write to
Neal Carpenter, Chief)Farm Management and Production Economics
Service, FAO, Via defle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy.

of micro-computers will be assessed in a MSU Rural Development Pape*
in 1981.
The third paper in this FSR series, "CIMMYT's Experience in
Facilitating Farming Systems Research in Eastern and Southern Africa,"
is being prepared by Michael Collinson and will be published in late
1980.
Carl K. Eicher, Director
Alternative Rural Development
Strategies Project
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing empirical evidence shows that the needs of small
farmers often have not been adequately addressed in development programs in the Third World over the past twenty years (Khan, 1978;
Poleman and Freebairn, 1973).

Many development projects have been

introduced without sufficient understanding of the environment in
which small farmers operate.

The chequered pattern of success is

traceable in part to the way research has been organized and undertaken in low income countries (Longhurst, Palmer-Jones, and Norman,
1976).

Public investment in agricultural research has not always

been spent with the needs of small farmers--who should be the major
customers of the results of such research--in m i n d J

Instead allo-

cation of funds often has been based on:
(1)

Expressed needs of more influential farmers

who often hold

nonagricultural jobs in the society.
(2)

Research that will appeal to professional "peer groups" of
the researchers.

(3)

Types of technology that have been developed in high income
countries.

Therefore the link between the small farmers and the research
organizations has tended to be weak (Stavis, 1979).

Traditionally

this interaction should have been facilitated via the extension
worker, but for a number of reasons this has not often worked.

Two

possible reasons are:
(1)

Institutional and administrative barriers which prevent
effective interaction between researchers, extension
workers and farmers.

^Anderson (1979) gave an excellent analysis of the factors
influencing misallocation of research resources in many LDC's.
2

Some have argued that this tendency has been present in
agricultural research at some of the Land Grant Universities in the
U.S. (Hightower, 1972; Heady, 1973).

(2)

Researchers in the Third World often have higher academic
qualifications than extension staff, thereby reinforcing a
tendency toward top-down prescriptions—from'research workers
to extension workers to farmers.

The quest for an efficient way of developing more relevant
research programs for small farms is analogous to the process used by
commercial firms producing a product for sale; that is, ascertaining
what the consumers or customers want.

The farming systems research

approach starts with the farmer and provides a link between the farmer
and the research institution and funding agency, thus counterbalancing
the more conventional "top-down" experiment station research approach,^
The farming systems approach has the potential of providing the customers, in this case small farmers, with an avenue for communicating
their needs, both to research workers and to funding agencies.
1.1

DEFINITION OF FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH
The primary aim of the FSR approach is to increase the produc-

tivity of the farming system in the context of the entire range of
private and societal goals, given the constraints and potentials of
the existing farming systems.

Productivity can be improved through

the development of relevant technology and complementary policies which
increase the welfare of farming families in ways that are useful and
acceptable to them and society as a whole.

Farming systems research

(FSR) has the following characteristics;
(1)

Farming systems research views the farm or production unit
and the rural household or consumption unit--which in the case
of small farmers are often synonymous--in a comprehensive

The FSR approach is, therefore, more realistic in orientation than
the. more conventional reductionist approach, exemplified by commodity
research programs, The reductionist approach involved studying one or
two factors at a time while attempting to control all others (Dillon, 1976).
2
We are grateful for the help of Shaner (personal communication) in
delineating these characteristics,

mariner J

FSR also recognizes the interdependenctes and

interrelationships between the natural and human
2
environments.
The research process devotes explicit
attention
to the goals of the whole farm/rural
3
hold

house-

and the constraints on the achievement of these

goals.
(2)

Priorities for research reflect the holistic

perspective

of the whole farm/rural household and the natural and human
environments,
(3)

Research on a sub-system^ can be considered part of the FSR
process if the connections with other sub-systems are recognized and accounted

(41

for.

Farming systems research is evaluated in terms of individual
5
sub-systems and the farming system as a w h o l e .

A variety of research and development activities falls under the definition of farming systems research.

In addition some research programs

(e.g., commodity research programs) are not described as FSR p r o g r a m s ,
but they exhibit most or all of the characteristies listed in our
definition.

The focus of this paper is on research which includes the

four characteristies in our definition of farming systems research.

As we discuss later (Section 2 . 2 1 , we would prefer to confine the
use of the term FSR to research that has not only the characteristies
listed but also the active participation of the farmer in the research
process.
2

This ensures some consistency between the unit managed by the farming family and the unit studied in agricultural research programs (Hart,
1979b).
3

In the paper we use the term farming household or farming family to
stress the production and consumption interrelationships (see Section 2.1).
4
Sub-system implies a boundary separating the system from its
environment. Two systems m a y share a common component or environment
and one system m a y be a sub-system of another. So a farm system can
be broken down into a number of sub-systems—for e x a m p l e , c r o p s , lives t o c k , and off-farm—which may overlap and interact with each other
(Technical Advisory C o m m i t t e e , 1978).
5
The farming system reflects the resolution of the conflicts
between the goals o f , and the constraints faced by, the farming household.

1,2

ORIENTATION AND OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
We have approached this review of FSR with definite notions about

the role FSR should play, the breadth, of its activities, and its relationship to existing agricultural and rural development institutions,
We Relieve that:
01

FSR is a unique and potentially significant approach that
can greatly increase the effectiveness of agricultural
research and development programs in the Third World,

FSR

has antecedents in farm management activities in the U.S.
during the first half of the century (see Appendix B] and
in the community development programs of the post-World War
II period (Holdcroft, 19781,

FSR includes some charac-

teristics of both approaches,
(2)

FSR concentrates on the individual farming family, which
necessitates a mul tidisci piinary team of researchers,
farmers, and extension workers interacting at the local level.
Thus the goals/objectives of the farming household tend
to take precedence in the process of designing improvement
measures.

The importance of governmental

policy—objectives

and societal concerns such as environmental quality--is
recognized, but to effectively incorporate the concerns
requires strong linkages with existing institutions that are
specifically responsible for such matters, including planning
ministries, ministries of agriculture and natural resources,
and universities,
(3)

Although FSR is holistic in its orientation, the degree of
comprehensiveness of FSR in practice is tempered by the state
of development of FSR methodology, resource availability, and
the limitations of agricultural-development planning
in the Third World,

(41

FSR has its institutional roots in the agricultural research
institutes and thus has a bias toward bio-technical modifications in farming systems, although there is increasing recognition that changes in nontechnical factors such as markets,
pricing policy, institution, and infrastructure are often
extremely important.

(5)

The operatfonal perspecttve of our dfscusston ts tfiat of the
researcher and rural development practftfoner at ttie local
level rather than the theoreticfan,

Whfle we acknowledge

contributions made by researchers fn understanding the nature
of agricultural systems through systems analysfs, onr focus
is upon FSR whi.ch forms a direct input fnto the desi.gn and
fmplementation of development programs at the. local level.
(6}

Effectfve FSR actfyitfes requfre close links wfth strong
commodfty and dfsci.plfnary agrfcultural research programs,
We belieye that the results of fSR wfll enrfch commodity
and dtscfplinary research prograras and provide tnputs fnto
development programs desfgned by FSR teams at the local level,
FSR fs not fntended to replace efther of these agricultural
research actiyfttes,

(71

The focus should be on the possfble and practtcal rather than
what would be ideal,

For example, the conceptual framework

for FSR in Chapter 2 fs couched more fn terms of the desirable
and achievable rather than the perfect,

Our review of exist-

ing FSR programs summarized fn Chapter 3 reveals that some
extsting programs already contain many features of our "ideal"
program.

The discussion of methodology in Chapters 4 and

5 is not intended as a deftnftfve and comprehensfye treatment of methodological problems and thefr solutions, but
rather a review--with commentary—on somettmes contrasting
approaches to speciftc aspects of FSR gleaned from the
published and unpublished observations of many practioners.
Similarly, the dfscussion of institutional fssues and training activiti.es in Chapters 6 and 7 focuses on the practical
problems of fnftfating and maintainfng FSR programs within
the framework of extsttng instftutions,

2. AN OVERVIEW OF FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH
In this chapter we define what a farming system is, offer a
schematic framework for conducting FSR, and discuss some of the dis
tinguishing features.

The proposed approach discussed in this section

may differ from actual programs because of the compromises that must
necessarily be made in implementing a FSR program,
2.1

DELINEATION OF A FARMING SYSTEM
A system can be defined conceptually as any set of elements or

components that are interrelated and interact among themselves.

Thus

a farming system is the result of interactions among several interdependent components.

At the center of the interactions are the

farmers themselves, whose households or families and means of livelihood are intimately linked and must not be separated.

That is one

reason why we frequently refer to the farming family rather than just
the farmerJ For achieving a specific farming system, farming families
allocate certain quantities and qualities of basic types of i n p u t s land, labor, capital, and management—to which they have access, to
three processes—crop, livestock, and off-farm enterprises—in a manner
which, given the knowledge they possess, will maximize attainment of
the goal(s) they are striving for (Norman, Pryor, and Gibbs, 1979).
Figure 1 illustrates some of the possible underlying determinants
of the farming system.

The "total" environment in which farming house-

holds operate can be divided into two parts:

the technical

element and the human element (Norman, 1976).
The types of, and physical potentials of, livestock and crop
enterprises will be determined by the technical element, which reflects
what the potential farming system can be and therefore provides the
necessary condition for its presence.

In the past the technical

element received most attention, particularly from technical scientists.
They have, within certain limits, been able to modify the technical

^In addition there are often multiple decision makers witPiin a
particular household (Newman, Ouedraogo and Norman, 1980],

Figure 1

Schematic Representation of Some Determinants of the Farming System

element and improve the potential farming system by developing technologies that partially alleviate the deficiencies in the technical
element.
The technical element can be divided into two factors: physical
and biological J Physical factors are water, soil, solar radiation,
temperature, etc. Technical scientists, for example, can enhance water
availability through irrigation (i.e., through the use of mechanical
techniques), or soil quality through- fertilizer application (i.e.,
through the use of chemical techniques)., Biological factors are crop
and animal physiology, disease, insect attack, etc. Examples of
limited intervention of technical scientists in this area would include
breeding early-maturing crop varieties and varieties that resist disease.
The farming system that actually evolves, however, is a subset of
what is potentially possible as defined by the technical element. The
determinant that provides the sufficient condition for the presence
of a particular system is the human element, characterized by two
2

types of factors: exogenous and endogenous.
The exogenous factors that largely influence the farming systems
in any given community are the social, economic, and political institutions in the area—all largely outside the control of the individual
farming household. Yet all directly influence what the farming household or individual members can and cannot do. The exogenous factors
can be classified into three broad groups:
(1) Community structures, norms, and beliefs. Local institutions
and beliefs often directly affect the acceptability of specific development strategies. For example, processing of certain food crops may be the responsibility of the women, while
operating machinery is the responsibility of the men. In

The technical element can be considered as an exogenous factor
even though the "exogenous factors" in the text refer only to those
under the human element,
2

The technical element can affect the ways the human element
evolves. For example, in pastoral communities in Africa technical considerations such as limited rainfall dictate the predominance of grazing activities in certain areas, which in turn influence community
structures, norms, and beliefs and other exogenous factors, including
population density.

such a situation introduction of processing equipment ts
faced with certain difftculties,
(2)

External tnstttuttons.

The two main types of fnstttutfons

influencfng farming decfsfons are the fnput supply system and
markets where the farmers can sell or trade their commodities.

On the fnput sfde, tn the developing areas of the

world, programs such as extensfon, credft, and input distrfbution systems are often ffnanced and manned hy government
and, therefore, reflect fts polfctes,

On the farm product

stde, government may dtrectly Ce.g., marketfng boards) or
indirectly (e.g,, improvfng evacuation routes, transportatton systems, etc,) fnfluence the prfces farmers recefve.
(3)

Other influences such as location and population density,

Endogenous factors, on the other hand, are those the fndfvidual
farming household to some degree controls, tncludfng the four basic
types of inputs mentioned earlter—land, labor, capital, and management.

It ts important to recognize that these resources vary among

households, regfons, and countries on the basis of both. quantity and
quality, both of which influence the performance and potential of the
system.

In addition these fnputs or resources may or may not be owned

by the household,

Access to one or more of these resources may be on

another basts of use, which may Itmft or restrfct the ease or intensfty
of use and thus, tn turn, affect the goals and performance of the farm
famfly.
Farmer goals and motfvation are crftfcal endogenous factors that
may profoundly affect the nature of the farmfng system, particularly tn
situattons where a range of opttons or enterprfse combfnatfons is conststent wfth the existing technfcal element and exogenous factors.
Farmer goals and mottvation are tn another respect the motor that drfyes
the enttre system—that gives it a dynamic dimension.

Even where

changes fn the technical element Ce.g., drought) and exogenous factors
(e.g., civil war) force alterations in the farming system, farmers still
^Management might be consfdered as a specfal type of fnput that
serves as a Tnechanism to implement decfstons regarding farmfng acttvftfes made by the farm famtly as ft selectfvely employs the other inputsland, labor, and capttal,

have options, so the resulting choices are invariably strongly influenced by individual goals and motivation.
The farming system obviously is complex, which explains why some
technology thought to be relevant often has not been adopted, or when
it has, why the degree of adoption varied widely. Not considering
the human element in agricultural research has contributed to many
so-called "improved" technologies being irrelevant.
2.2

"UPSTREAM" AND "DOWNSTREAM" FSR

Two types of farming systems research programs have emerged in
recent years; namely "upstream" and "downstream". We believe there is
a fundamental difference between the objectives and nature of activities for the two types of programs. "Upstream" FSR seeks to generate
prototype solutions which will facilitate major shifts in the potential
productivity of farming systems. "Upstream" research often involves
several years of research, both on and off station, and is particularly
the concern of the International Agricultural Research Centers (IARCs)
and selected regional research programs. "Downstream" or site specific FSR programs are designed to rapidly identify and subsequently test
possible innovations which can be easily integrated into existing farming systems. "Downstream" FSR focuses on close interaction with farmers
via on-farm trials and draws selectively upon results from commodity,
discipline oriented research or "upstream" programs.^ Downstream FSR
programs are commonly carried out within the context of a national
agricultural development project or research institute.
In this paper we have chosen to discuss both "upstream" and "downstream" FSR programs while concentrating on "downstream" FSR. More
detailed discussion of the two types of FSR programs is contained in
Chapter 3.
^Our own bias, which P. Crawford (personal communication) shares,
would be to confine the use of the term FSR to studies characteristic
of "downstream" FSR (i.e., those including the whole farm perspective
[Section 1.1] and the active participation of the farmer). The farmer
rarely participates actively in "upstream" FSR--particularly in the
early stages of the research process. However, since the term FSR is
now commonly used to denote both the "upstream" and "downstream"
variants, we are reluctant to redefine it to suit our own bias.

2.3

SCHEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR A "DOWNSTREAM" FSR PROGRAM
A schematic framework for a "downstream" FSR program ts given in

Figure 2.
(1)

Four stages of research can be delineated as follows:^
The descriptfve or dfagnostfc stage fn whfch the actual farmfng system is examfned fn the context of the "total" environ2
m e n t — t o fdentffy constrafnts farmers face and to ascertarn
the potential flexfbflfty in the farmfng system tn terms of
timing, slack resources, etc.

An effort is also made to

understand goals and motfvatfon of farmers that may affect
their efforts to fmprove the farmfng system.
(2)

The design stage in which a range of strategies are identified
that are thought to be relevant fn dealfng wfth the constraints delineated fn the descri.ptfye or dfagnostfc stage,

C3)

The testing stage in whfch a few promfsing strategies artsing from the desfgn stage are examined and eyaluated under
farm conditfons, to ascertafn thefr suitability for productng desirable and acceptable changes in the existfng farming
system,

This stage consfsts of two parts;

fnitial trtals at

the farm level wtth jotnt researcher and farmer partfcfpatfon,
then farmer's testing with total control by farmers themselyes,
(4)

The extension stage in which the strategies that were fdentified and screened during the desfgn and testing stages are
implemented,

In practice there are no clear boundaries between tKe vartous
stages.

Design activfties, for example, may begin before the descrip-

ttve and diagnostfc stages end and may contfnue tnto tPie testfng stage,
as promising alternatives emerge durfng the trfals at the farm level-where farmers and researchers fnteract dfrectly.

Sfmilarly, testing

by farmers may mark the beginning of extension activities.

^Although the prtmary focus of the schematic framework fs the "downstream" FSR program, there are major stmtlarfti.es to "upstream" FSR,
2
The complexittes surroundtng the constrafnt tssue are discussed
later [Sectton 4.5).

Figure 2

SCHEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR FARMING 5YSTEMS R E S E A R C H AT THE FARM L E V E L
(Downstream Farming Systems Research)

2.4

ATTRIBUTES OF THE "DOWNSTREAM" FSR APPROACH
Some of the important attributes of "downstream" FSR are now discussed.

2.4.1

Consideration of family objectives
The objectives of the farmer (farming family]"' are directly incor-

porated into the designing and testing of strategies.

An attempt is made

l

to understand the farmer s objective function in the initial descriptive or diagnostic stage.

The farmer directly participates tn all

stages except possibly the design.

This ensures evaluation crtterta

relevant to the farmer, rather than simply the conventtonal returnsper-unit-of-land so often used.

Also the FSR approach recognizes that

farmer objectives may change over time,

For example, as development

proceeds, the importance of community norms and beliefs in shaping
individual farmer goals may dimfnish.

As the FSR approach is used in

designing successive generations of strategies, changes in farmer
ohjectives can be incorporated in the process.
2.4.2.

Incorporating community and societal goals

The FSR approach views farmers both as individuals and as members
of the larger community and society,

Thus the approach links the micro

perspective with broader societal considerations in the process of
designing development strategies,

Such strategies may involve single

tnnovations proposed for adoption by farmers, such as improved seeds, or
policy changes that alter fertilizer subsidy levels.
Societal goals could include maintaining soil ferttlity to enahle
the land resource to be used by future generations, avoiding an increase
in inequality of income distribution, and other goals.

But it is

It is generally assumed that the objectives of the f a r m e r —
usually the head of the family unft—reflect those of the farming
family as a whole, so the terms farmer and farming family are often
used interchangeably. However, that may not be true of other members
of the family with fields under their own control (Newman, Ouedraogo,
and Norman, 1979).

likely that such goals are not gotng to be achteved stmply through the
development of improved technologtes or practices that reflect the
heterogeneity that exists in the farming community.

For example, it is

likely that, ceteris partbus, farmtng famtlies with better qualtty
resources and easier access to external tnstttutional support systems
wtll sttll progress more raptdly.

Nevertheless the development of

tmproved practices relevant to farmtng famtltes tn less fortunate circumstances can at least slow down the tncrease tn inequaltttes of income dtstribution.

In such cases a more postttve effect of the appltca-

tion of FSR may inyolve influenctng changes to be made tn agrtcultural
policy and tn the operattons of farmer-contact agenctes,

Although the

potenttal extsts for FSR to be of yalue tn such a r e a s — t n addttton to
its current applicatton in the development of tmproved practtces—
there are as yet no examples where tt has been systemattcally applted
in thts fashton^.
2.4.3

Tapping the pool of knowledge of the society
FSR recognizes that the potenttal benefactor Cthe farmer) must be

an tntegral part of the research process,
recogntzes the value of the farmers

1

The concept explicitly

expertence (Swtft, 1978} and thetr

^raditional experimentation CJohnson, 1972; Jodha, Asokan, and Byan,
1977) as inputs into developing strategtes for tmproving the productivity of existing farming systems.
Many changes envisioned tn FSR tnvolve small adjustments rather
than complete changes in the farming system.

In addition, even greater

reality is encouraged in the research process through maxtmiztng
research under actual farm condittons.

When testing improved techno-

logy, the managerial input is initially provided by the research
worker—trials at the farmer's level CFigure 2); and then, often later,
by the farmer himself--farmer's testing.
The link with the extenston worker tn such work activtty ts vttal
(Astan Cropptng Systeros Worktng Qroup, 1979; Nayarro ? 1979),

Extension

V u r t h e r dtscusston on thts is presented in Sections 4,2 and

6.1.1.

workers' knowledge about the local situatton at the farm leyel and the
responsibtltties they eventually wtll have for dtssemtnating the
results of FSR, make tt "hnperattve that extenston workers be tnvolved,
or at least consulted, at each stage of the FSft process,

Interactton

wtth the research team has another benefit for extenston workers.

In

many countrtes th.ey have been taught to tell farmers what they should
do rather than to Itsten and to help farmers through dialogue with them
(Belshaw and Hall, 19-72) , which Is so tmportant tn the FSR approach,
Research workers often have cut themselves off from such valuable
knowledge and wfsdom.

As a result, researchers often spend constderable

tfme "redtscovering the wheel" rather than butldtng on the knowledge
that farmers and extenston workers already possess,
An example is the practtce in many LDC's of farmers growfng crops
fn mtxtures; that fs, more than one crop at the same time,

For many

years that practice was considered by many agrfcultural scientfsts
and, for that matter, by officials in mfntstries of agrfculture as
"prfmftfye" and not compatible with "modern" agriculture,
not considered worthy of serious research endeavor.

So ft was

However, efforts

tn many parts of Afrfca to encourage farmers to plant sfngle crops of
improved varfetfes alone often haye failed.

Why?

The results of

surveys tn northern Nigerfa fndfcate that under fndigenous technological
condttions ft was ratfonal for farmers to grow crops in mixtures when
efther labor or land was limfted.

Mixed cropping proved to be more

profftable than sfngle crops and to yield a more dependable return
(Norman, 1974).

Belatedly, consfderable interest fn mfxed croppfng

wtth fmproved technology has deyeloped amongst technical scientists
CMonyo, Ker, and Campbell, 1976),

Many of the results confirm the

methods that farmers evolved over generations CWflley, 1978),

Undoubt-

edly much more progress wtth rnixed cropptng could have been made ff
the pool of knowledge possessed by farmers had been tapped earlier,

1

^A contrfbutfon from Colli.nson (personal communicatton). makes the
same potnt qufte succfnctly;
"I ffnd both scfentfsts and administrators don't really understand
what farmer partfcipatfon can imply, I often give a hypothetical
dfalogue between farmer and agronomist to show what ft can be,
(continued on next page)

2.4.4

Recognitlon of the locatfohal spectftctty of the techrlical,
exogenous, and endogenous factors
The FSR approach tnvolyes hreaktng heterogeneity into homogeneous

subgroups and developing strategtes approprtate to each.

The disaggre-

gatton tnto homogeneous suhgroups ts ftrst done accordtng to ecologtcal systejns or to differences tn the techntcal element; then, tf
further disaggregation ts necessary, dtfferences in the human element
may be basts for subgrouptng CSectton 5,1,31,

The atm of such dtssag-

gregatton ts that, tn terms of tnterest to researchers, the vartance
between subgroups be maximized and wtthtn them mtntmtzed, and that the
classificatton be useful as a gutde to developtng relevant strategtes
(Techntcal Advtsory Committee, 1978).

The constratntCsI roost Itmtttng

tn the farmtng system of each subgroup as revealed hy analyzing the
results then become the focus of research efforts,

Footnote 1 cont.
(a)

Agronomist: - We thought of having three cowpea to each
maize plant in this treatment,

(b)

Farmer: - What would I do with all those cowpeas,
there's no market and we only eat about 1/5 by weight of
maize?

(c)

Agronomist: - OK let's
cowpea to gtve a rati;o
thought of putttng the
maize plants which are

(d)

Farmer: - but that only leaves 6 inches between the maize
and the bushy cowpea plant - how can we get our hoes
in for weeding?

(e)

Agronomist; - OK what about putting the cowpeas in between the plants wtthtn the matze rows?

(f)

Farmer: - Well we weed by putting the hoe hetween the
maize plants and pulling weeds into the interrow - it
wtll slow us down a lot,

(g)

Agronomtst: - So what do you suggest?

Ch)

Farmer: - Why not put the cowpea seed tn the same hole
as the matze seed as we do now?"

reduce to say equal matze and
close to the wetghts needed - we
cowpeas in the row between the
one foot apart,

2.4.5

The dynamic and iterative nature of FSR
The research process is recognized as being dynamic and iterative,

with backward linkages among farmers, research workers, and sponsoring
agencies rather than simply the presence of forward linkages characteristic of the "top down" approach.
An example from northern Nigeria illustrates both the iterative
process and inefficiencies that can arise in allocating research
resources if a farming system perspective is not maintained.

Tradition-

ally cotton, often grown in mixtures, is planted after the peak
labor demand period in June-July is partially past and priority has
been given to planting and weeding food crops.

Growing cotton according

to the recommended practices--which were drawn up in the absence of a
farming systems approach--involved planting earlier sole stands,
and called for fertilizer and spraying six times with a knapsack sprayer
that used 225 litres of water per hectare each time.

Ex post FSR

revealed why farmers in general were not adopting the recommendations
in their entirety (Beeden et al., 1976).

On average the net return per

hectare was higher from growing cotton according to the recommended
practices, but the improved cotton technology needed to be planted
earlier in June and July when food crops were being planted and weeded.
Although the return per man-hour of labor on an annual basis was
higher, the return during the June-July labor bottleneck period was
lower for improved cotton than cotton grown according to traditional
practices.

That, and the large amount of water required for spraying,

no doubt accounted for the farmers' lack of interest in the improved
cotton technology.

The ex post FSR revealed that farmers were not

comparing the improved technology with traditional cotton technology,
but with the alternative of devoting labor to other enterprises--in
this case, food crops.
The above results of ex post FSR lent support to the development of
a modified technology under which cotton could be planted later when it
fitted in better with the traditional farming system.

Also recommended

was replacing a water-based insecticide with an oil-based one that could
be applied with an ultra low-volume sprayer (Beeden, Hayward, and
Norman, 1976).

Understanding of the farming system and the constraints

faced by farmers, as envisioned in a true FSR approach, would no doubt
have reduced the research resources devoted to developing a relevant
improved cotton technologyJ
2.4.6

The integrative and multidisciplinary nature of FSR
Most past agricultural research in developing countries has been

based on narrow disciplinary approaches, which left farmers the difficult task of integrating new information into their farming systems
(Technical Advisory Committee, 1978),

Collinson (1979a) gave an example

of how impractical that sometimes can be,. At one research institutton
in East Africa, commodity~orientated research showed that the optimal
planting time for six crops grown by local farmers was the first week
after the rains began.

Using hoes, farmers could prepare only one-

third hectare during that week,

If farmers had stopped planting then,

their income would have dropped 80 percent,
FSR provides a means by which multidisciplinary teams of researchers
can examine problems of the farming system, including complementary and
supplementary relationships between resources and enterprises.

With fos-

sil energy costs increasing, the possible ramifications of this are obvious.

Such interactions have rarely been exploited in the reductionist

approaches to developing improved technology.

It has been suggested that

if researchers overlook these interactions there may be adverse effects
on specific enterprises.

For example, it was agreed at a recent workshop

(McDowell and Hildebrand, 1980) that small livestock have been adversely
affected in some research on cropping systems.

The necessity of recog-

nizing and focusing on the interaction of the technical and human elements and fully appreciating the multtple use of resources requires a
multidisciplinary team working in an interdisciplinary manner.

The

An excellent example of tlie yalue of FSR i.n tmproving the efficiency of research resources through systematic analysts of labor input
in relati.on to crops—in the case maize and sorghum—and ratnfall
patterns is illustrated by work in central Tanzania (CIMMYT, 1977).
2
Multidisciplinary suggests inyolvtng several dtscipltnes while
interdisciplinary connotates the disciplines working together, rather
than independently, in solving a specific problem,

social scientist should play an ex ante role rather than simply the
traditional ex post role characteristic of the "top-down" approach.
For example, in India, the ex ante likelihood of labor bottlenecks with
improved watershed-based farming systems was demonstrated by Ryan
et al. (.1979).

The improved systems are now being tested on farmers

fields in cooperation with AICRPDA,

The team, including both technical

and social scientists, needs to be involved at the first three stages of
the research process and possibly some in the fourth stage.

2.4.7

Flexibility in accommodatinq both technical and nontechnical
improvements in farming systems
Traditionally agricultural research has been rather narrowly

focused on yield-increasing technical innovations for specific commodities.

FSR is concerned with the productivity of the entire farming

system and, as a result, it will examine nontechnical changes that are
exogenous--factors like improving marketing arrangements for inputs
and outputs,

The flexihility inherent in the FSR approach also assists

in linking macro and micro perspectives in designing strategies more
effective for specific rural areas or groups of farmers,

National

policies like pricing and trade policies that affect agricultural
producers may be explicitly considered when diagnosing existing farming
systems and designing improvements.

Changes in such policies may be the

most critical ingredient in efforts to improve the lives of small
farmers.
2.4.8

Complementing existing traditional research approaches
The farming systems research approach is not intended to replace

basic and applied research or what can be described as the "body of
knowledge" (Figure 2).
by FSR as follows,

Also, the "body of knowledge" will be augmented

First, the results of the FSR approach in a specific

area may be applicable, with some modification, to other areas with
similar environments.

Second, the variant of FSR that is "upstream"

can be used to develop prototype solutions, usually in the form of
packages of practices that address themselves to common constraints

facing a broad range of farming systems across one or more geographic
regions.

For example, the Cropping Systems Program of IRRI seeks to

develop practices that will facilitate intensifyfng rice cropping
systems throughout South and Southeast Asia, as scarcity of land is an
overriding problem throughout most of those regions (JTKRI, 1978].,
Similarly, the Farming Systems Program at ICRISAT focuses on improving
watershednnanagement practices because water is a critical common
constraint in the semi-arid tropics (Krantz, 1979,}.

Such prototype

"solutions" become part of the "body of knowledge" applying the FSR
approach to a local situation,
The complementary nature of other research approaches tn contrtbuting to the "body of knowledge" is underlined in "downstream" FSR, which
draws upon this information in the process of designing practices or
recommendations suited to the specific local situation in the immediate
future.

3.

REVIEW OF FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH PRQGRAMS

The upsurge tn interest tn FSR is largely a product of the 1960s
and 1970s.

Thus, of the fewer than twenty FSR programs in the Third

World at present, most are fatrly young and stfll fn formatiye periods.
In many fnstances, programs are still in the process of defining a
research focus and developing methodologies.

The differences among

existing FSR programs reflect fn large part the dfyersity of the tnstftutions involved;

their historfes, ohjectives, and scope of responsi-

bilities—national, regional, and commodity foct.

Whfle common fea-

tures emerge, certain fmportant dtfferences remain.

Thts section ex-

amines the scope of FSR programs and dfstfnguishes between the two
major types of programs, namely basic, general or "upstream" variety
and the site specific or "downstream" type.

As noted earlier, this

paper focuses on "downstream" programs but the principal features of
both types are reviewed tn thfs section,

Summarfes of FSR acttvtties

at selected institutfons including ICTA (Guatemala], ICA (Colombia),
ISRA (Senegal), CATIE (Central America)., and selected IARCs (CTMMYT,
IRRI, IITA, CIAT, and ICRISAT) are fn Appendix A,
3.1

SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES OF FSR PROGRAMS
Most FSR programs are sti.ll conffned to developing technology

for the crop subsystem as a consequence of the crop mandate of some
research institutes (e,g. , CIMMYT and IRRI), the current state of FSR
methodology, and the scarcity of researchers wtth FSR experience,
Some scholars (Boer and Welsch, 1977) have appealed for liyestock to be
i.ncluded in the process, but the approach has rarely been applied to
the livestock subsystem except where it impinges directly on the crop
subsystem.

ILCA is now engaged in FSR on the liyestock subsystem whfle

ISRA in Senegal and CATIE in Costa Rica are addressing crop-1ivestock
interactions.

CIAT is pursuing limfted FSR for both swfne and cattle.

Excludfng or assfgnfng low prforfty to li.vestock research has been a
subject of considerable debate centering on the future of livestock in
the deyeloping world under conditions of land scarcity, high population
growth rates, poverty, and staple food deficits.

Sfnce li.vestock ts

an integral part of the farming systems of most of the world's population, we believe it should be given due consideration in applying the
FSR approach."'
In addition to the subject focus of FSR programs is the issue of
sequencing research activities.

Ideally, agricultural research might

be conceived of as a smooth continuum of interconnecting activities as
follows:
0)

Analyzing the existing situation.

(2)

Initiating of basic lines of research.

(3)

Developing broadly generalizable solutions.

(4)

Adapting solutions to specific situations,

(5)

Initiating of action programs,

In reality, the process is disjointed because of the fragmented institutional responsibilities among national, regional , and international
centers; variations in research methods required to generate solutions
for different problems; and differences in the state of knowledge with
regard to improved technologi.es for different commodities, enterprise
mixes and geographic areas,

For example, the existing body of know-

ledge is more likely to offer readily available or easily adaptable
solutions for monocultural farming systems for major grain crops than
for complex intercrop situations involving a variety of less well
known commodities or both crops and animals.
The "ideal" program tn any given situation will probably involve
some mtxture of "upstream" and "downstream" features as determined tn
part by the availability of innovations which can be easily and rapidly
i.ntegrated into existing farming systems.

Where the pool of such inno-

vations is large, a "downstream" program can be an effective mechanism
to tdentify and adapt the most promising approaches.

Conversely, where

stgnificant research of a more basic or general nature ts requfred, an
"upstream" program may provide an appropriate mode to organize the research effort in a fashfon which cuts across traditional dtsctplinary
and commodi.ty lfnes.

The approprtate mfx may be achieved through

linkages hetween dffferent programs rather than attempts to combine

^ For a discussion of integrating crop and anfmal producti.on systems
in an FSR context see McDowell and Hildebrand (1980)..

both dimensions in the same program,

At a minimum, there should be a

two way flow of information from the farm level to research institutions and from the research stations to the farmers—possibly via
"downstream" FSR programs--in the form of research results,

In prac-

tice, links between both types of FSR programs on the one hand and
commodity/discipline oriented research on the other are likely to be
stronger than the links between "upstream" and "downstream" programs.
Figur.e 3 summarizes in a general fashion the scope of activrties
of FSR-type programs at selected national, regional and international
agricultural research instftutions,
3.2

"UPSTREAM" FSR:
SOLUTIONS

PROGRAMS AIMED AT PRODUCING GENERAL PROTOTYPE

The objective of "upstream" FSR programs is to find out how to
overcome major constrafnts common to a range of farming systems extending across one or more geographic zones,

The partial or total removal

of a constraint such as water availability in arid areas and soil
fertility in the humid tropics can significantly expand the range of enterprises and techniques which can be potentially utilized by farmers.
Such programs mainly contribute to the "body of knowledge", rather
than develop practices specifically tailored to a local situation.
Prototype solutions produced by "upstream" FSR programs must be further
adapted by "downstream" FSR programs to specific local conditions.
Further, "upstream" programs may provide inputs into the establishment
of research priorities for commodity improvement programs, since the
"upstream" perspective is broader in terms of commodities and disciplines than commodity improvement programs.

And their geographic

perspective tends to be broader than that of "downstream" programs.
Ultimately "upstream" programs should rely on feedback from "downstream"
programs to sharpen their own research priorities or objectives,
Extensive use of experiment station trials often characterizes "upstream"
programs.
Most of the "upstream" FSR actfvities are found in international
agri.cultural research centers (IARCs).

Given the formidable array

of methodological problems involved fn "upstream" FSR now and the strong
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Figure 3 SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES OF FSR PRORRAMS IN SELECTED NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTES

Virtually all national institutions are engaged in some form of component technology research, although
not generally as part of FSR-type programs.
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coraparative advantage of natfonal prograras fn "downstreara" fSR ? such
a concentration may still he approprfate.

Also, a large geographic zone

of potential applicability can hetter justffy mounting relatively expensive "upstream" programs hecause such zones often extend across
natfonal and regional boundari.es,
Promfnent examples of "upstream" fSR activftfes include the Farmrng
Systems Programs of IITA and ICRISAT and the Croppfng Systems Program
of IRRI,

For IRRI, the key constrafnt fn the rfce growfng areas of

South and Southeast Asia fs identiffed as land, and the solutfon is
crop intensiffcation (Technical Advisory Commfttee, 1978),

For ICRISAT,

the important constraint for the semf-arfd tropics is fdentfffed as
water and the solution fs better use of exfstfng sofl and water resources,
with the focus on watershed units (Kampen, 1979b)_.

For other centers,

it has been difficult to identify constraints around which research
programs could be buflt and which extend across a large area and
several farming systems,

The two centers—IITA and CIAT—serving the

low land humid tropfcs of Africa and Latfn America have had problems
in that regard that stem from wide diversity fn farming systems in
their respectfve zones of responsibility,

Dfffi.culties at CIAT in

achfeying some focus contributed to terrainatfng the farming systems
program, although some of its activities have been integrated into the
commodity research programs (Technical Adyisory Committee, 1978),
IITA fs attemptfng to deal simultaneously wfth a broad range of constrafnts, including low solar radiation, erosfon, drought stress,
intense weed competition, low and declining sofl fertility, and seasonal
shortages of labor (IITA, 1979),
"Upstream" features are included in CATIE's mandate, and some indepth work on understanding existing farming systems in the Central
American Region has taken place (Hart, 1979a).

However, CATIE remains

primarily an institution assisting "downstream" national programs in
its area of responsibility (Navarro, 1979),
3,2,1,

Research on coraponent technology

Although "upstreara" programs aira at produci.ng prototype solutfons
by integrating several coraponents, rauch of the research to date has

been on individual components such as soil and water management,
mechanization, and agroclimatology, and tends to be organized along disciplinary lines--as at IITA and ICRISAT, while cropping systems work of
IRRI and CIAT is related to specific commodities.
Research at IITA and ICRISAT has taken place primarily within
the individual sub-program areas, which deal with specific components,
in part because of the need to assemble and analyze data on basic
factor relationships in the environment,

Such work is regarded as a

necessary prerequisite to the design of prototype solutions,

At

ICRISAT such prototype solutions are taking the form of improved
systems of soil and water management within Watershed units,

ICRISAT

has initiated operational scale watershed-based, resource utilization
research that cuts across sub-program areas (Technical Advisory
Committee, 1978),
3.2,2

Operational linkages with national programs
Since most "upstream" FSR programs are still relatively young,

they tend to be primarily in problem identification and solution design
stages, with 1 imited testing of prototype solutions, mostly at the
research stations.

At ICRISAT, specific soil and water management

practices have been tested in watershed units on site, and limited offsite testing has been done via the All India Coordinated Research
Project for Dryland Agriculture (Technical Advisory Committee, 1978),
IITA has carried out tests of a variety of management practices on
hydromorphic soils on site (Menz, 1979),

Researchers in these programs

are beginning to work systematically with national programs in adapting
prototype solutions for possible eventual use in development programs
for specific areas.
Some of CIAT's farming systems type research is carried out in
cooperation with national programs, as is the case with the Beef Production Systems Evaluation Project in the Cerrado of Brazil and
the Llanos of Colombia (CIAT, 1978J.«

However, as noted previously,

the main emphasis of CIAT's farming systems activities is to influence
research priorities within the commodity improvement programs rather
than to design and test prototype solutions,

IRRI's Cropping Systems Program is closely linked with national programs via the Asian Cropping Systems Network (ACSN), which facilitates
extensive testing of prototype solutions in cooperation with national
programs,

The ACSN also serves as a conduft for information on farm-

ing systems in various countrfes fn the region for the Cropping Systems
Program, which assists in determining research priorities.

A number of

practices developed at IRRI, centering on means of intensifying rice
cropping systems, have been adapted to local conditions in several
countries and are now being extended to farmers (Technical Advisory
Committee, 1978).
3.3

"DOWNSTREAM" FSR: PROGRAMS FOCUSING ON IMMEDIATE SOLUTIONS FOR
SPECIFIC LOCAL SITUATIONS
As discussed earlier, "downstream" FSR programs begin with an

understanding of existing farming systems and the identification of key
constraints,

However, in contrast to "upstream" programs, "downstream"

FSR does not always seek to significantly alleviate key constraints
in the short run, but instead identifies areas of flexibility in the
specific system through accommodating innovations to the reality of
existing constraintsJ

In so doing "downstream" FSR, as emphasized

earlier, depends primarily on existing research results for testing and
incorporatfon directly--or with relatively minor modifications--into
farming systems.

On-farm trials and direct or first hand interaction

with farmers predominate while experiment station research tends to be
2
m i m m a l and restricted to adaptive rather than basic research.
"Downstream" FSR programs form part of the activities of the following institutions—ICTA (Guatemala), ISRA (Senegal), CIMMYT, IRRI,
CATIE, and ICRISAT.

Since "downstream" FSR is the focus of other

sections of this review, it is not further elaborated here.

^The example of cotton in northern Nigeria fs described in Section
2.4.5.
2

That fs, research fn the same institution in the FSR program as
opposed to research in commodity programs, which might be primarily or
exclusively on-site.

As already noted, existing FSR programs tend to focus on biotechnical modifications of farming systems.

"Downstream" programs

cover a wide range of approaches, from commodity focused programs to
programs that attempt to develop comprehensive solutions involving
a number of technical factors.

The specific concern of IRRI is intensi-

fying rice cropping systems through such measures as shorter season
varieties, reducing turnaround time between crops, and fitting other
crops, such as legumes and vegetables, into annual rotations where
appropriate (IRRI, 1978).

Partially because of similarities in the

rice cropping systems in the South and Southeast Asian region and a
narrow range of solutions, IRRI has been able to develop and use a
crop simulation model to best fit cropping patterns with soil and
climatic data.

Cropping intensity is less a specific concern of

CIMMYT, which uses a broad range of possible improved practices in
designing solutions for specific situations for wheat, maize, barley
and triticale (CIMMYT, 1976).
ISRA's and ICRISAT's designs of practices extend into developing
a complete alternate farming system, involving several significant
modifications of existing practices, or introduction of new practices/
enterprises.

For example, ISRA's improved systems have included

such new elements as animal traction and soil conservation practices
in addition to seed, fertilizer and pesticide (ISRA, 1977).
ICTA and CATIE represent intermediate approaches.

Commodity

research priorities influence the geographic focus of FSR work.

FSR

research concentrates on developing improved practices for the priority
commodities, but other recommendations will be developed as dictated
by the particular needs of the entire farming system, even though these
recommendations may not involve the selected commodities.

ICTA does

not attempt to develop comprehensive solutions, but rather a few modifications at a time, focusing on the key constraints (Hildebrand, 1979c).
One view is that farmers are not likely to adopt a whole range of
recommendations simultaneously, but are inclined to make progressive
modifications of existing practicesJ

^See also the discussion in Section 5.2 about single trait and
packages of practices.

There are a growing number of projects which incorporate "downstream" FSR type activities.

They include the Caqueza project in

Colombia, the activities of Purdue University in the Sahelian countries,
the Michigan State University project in Upper Volta, the Central
Luzon State University/Kansas State University project in the Philippines,
and the Washington State project in LesothoJ
The Institut d'Economie Rurale in Mali recently initiated a
FSR program in the southern region of that country (Institut d'Economie
2
Rurale, 1977).

A number of Asian countries, notably Malaysia, Indonesia,

and the Philippines, have started or expanded FSR type programs, in
some cases as a direct outgrowth of their participation in the Asian
Cropping Systems Network.

Detailed information on most of these pro-

jects is very limited to date.
The focus of current FSR programs on designing and testing technical innovations stems from FSR programs emerging from and being currently
located in agricultural research institutions, with mandates restricted
to crops and livestock.

Some researchers have included technical

aspects of processing, storage and marketing in their research mandate.
Although the importance of agricultural policy has long been recognized,
most agricultural research institutions have given scant attention
to policy research.
ciated more now.

But the need to address policy issues is appre-

The Economics Programs at both CIMMYT and ICRISAT

are addressing policy issues in their research, and other institutions
may incorporate policy issues in the future.
Few programs to date give explicit attention to the broader or
macro implications of specific development strategies that may emerge
from FSR programs.

For example, a rapid adoption rate of an innovation

may lead to a significant increase in production.

How will such an

increase affect prices in the short- and medium-terms?
facilities adequate to absorb the increase?

Are market

What special measures

^The university projects are all supported by USAID.
2
Another country which is currently reorganizing its research
structure to incorporate "downstream" FSR activities is Zambia. An
additional intriguing characteristic of the reorganization is their
plan for such activities to institutionalize more firmly the crucial
link between research and extension activities.

might be taken to guard against a short-term disruption of markets and
prices?

Some of these questions have been addressed in the course of

certain national programs.

The Central Luzon State University/Kansas

State University Technical Package Thrust project in the Philippines
is currently considering marketing specifically in the context of
an FSR-type approach.

Several agricultural development projects have

included marketing and macro policy issues in the planning stages,
but examples of such research are scarceJ

^A qualified exception is the Caqueza project in Colombia (see
Appendix A3.3).

4.

GENERAL METHODOLOGICAL AND IMPLEMENTATION
ISSUES OF FSR

As illustrated in the discussion of "upstream" and "downstream"
prograras in the previous section, a broad range of actfytties is currently undertaken in the name of FSR t

This variety of activities steras

in part from the holistic nature of FSR whfch involves a concept of
the "total" environment.

Thus there is little actfvity concerned with

agricultural and rural development which cannot claim some relationship
with FSR, however tenuous.
Further, the breadth of activities included in FSR underlies both
the growing consensus about its desirability as well as the considerable
diversity of opinion about how it should be organized and undertaken.
The diverse opinions involve practical issues of methodology, implementation considerations, and resources available for research, which
individually or collectively may require some modification of the concept of the "total" environment.

Instead of assuming tbat all factors

determining the actual farming system can be potential variables,
operationalization of FSR may favor treating some or most factors as
parameters (Winkelmann and Moscardi, 1979),"'

For example, the mandate

of a particular institution and the availability of research resources
may necessitate focus on a narrow range of variables such as agronomic
practices for one or two commodities.
In the following sections we examine a range of issues affecting
the focus and content of FSR programs, including mandates of institutions, linkages among research and implementation agencies, professional
and practical credibility, efficiency and accountability of the research
process, selection of constraints and evaluation criteria,

These

Zandstra (1979b) has expressed an analogous approach with respect
to croppi.ng systems work in which plant growth and crop yield (Y) can
be considered to be the result of two multidimensional vectors; the
environment (E) and management (M),
Y = f (M, E)
In this relationship E are environmental factors (parameters)
that affect Y but are not subject to modification by M (variables) f
It
is fn essence a default relation and reflects the researcher's decision
concerning the mix of M to E t

issiues haye their roots in two basic characteristics of "downstream"
FSR,

First, FSR focuses on solving problems of small farmers--that is,

ft is development orfented (Navarro, 1979] and, second, it focuses on
adapting and using existing improved technology—putting something
together that can be used today--as opposed to scfence^ , which involves
2
pushing back the frontiers of knowledge,
4.1

MANDATES OF INSTITUTIONS
The mandates of the instftutfon i.n which the FSR program i.s

located are obviously important in determining the scope of the FSR program.

For example, the mandate of IRRI requires a focus on rice crop-

ping systems,

The methodological approaches chosen in such instances

will be sub-system specific to some extent,

However, the research

mandate of a particular fnstitutfon being somewhat narrowly focused
does not mean that a farming systems perspective cannot or should not
be used.

An example of a broad mandate is ISRA's work on the integra-

tion of crops and livestock in Senegal,

Also ICTA's research on the

crop sub-system in Guatemala has been broadened to include pigs.

To

examine how a particular crop or specific improved practices for that
crop can fit into actual farming systems is an example of a more
restricted approach.

An example of this would be the corn and wheat

work undertaken by the Economics Program at CIMMYT in Mexico (Byerlee
et al., 1979).
Since most FSR is underway in crop research institutes, it follows that FSR methodology is most advanced for the crop sub-system.
FSR programs involving the livestock sub-system have received relatively
little attention and off-farm production sub-systems have been ignored.
Most FSR programs are located in agricultural research organizations
that are committed to increasing production by developing improved
technologies.

Unless linkages are well established with development

Sci.ence as defined here is more characteristic of the traditional
type of research and "upstreajTi" FSR programs, both of which are involyed
in creating the body of knowledge,
McDermott (personal communication).

agencies Csee below), or the FSR project is located i.n a deyeloprnent
project^ or planning units or in "neutral" territory such as a uni2
versity,

it is unlikely that nontechnical issues--such as policy and

institutional questions—will be satisfactorily addressed,
4,2

LINKAGES
Because of the potential scope of FSR and the interdependencies

among the various stages of FSR (Jigure 2), linkages become highly
significant in determining the success of the FSR approach.,

Although

this is a critical implementation issue, it also has important conno3
tations for methodology,
The roethodology used will be influenced hy
the linkages the FSR program has with other research projects, both in
and outside the institution where it is located; commodity improvement
programs; policy making and rural development planning agencies; and
farmer contact agencies that include development projects.

For example,

methodologies used should help articulate research priorities for other
research (Byerlee et al., 1979) and "upstream" FSR programs.

Strong

links with other institutions can in essence widen the scope of the
FSR program and, as a result, make it possible to consider improvements
which may officially be outside the mandate of the institute or project
responsible for a FSR program.

For example, in the Caqueza project in

Colombia the FSR group worked with credit institutions serving the project in designing schemes to deal with farmer risk aversion (Zandstra,
Swanberg et al., 1979).

However, linkages can increase the methodological

One of the few examples, as mentioned earlier, of such a program
is the ICA involvement in the Caqueza project in Colomhia (see Appendix
A3.3).
2
An example, also mentioned earlier, is the Central Luzon State
University/Kansas State Uniyersity project in the Philippines, which
is looking at the whole food system: production, marketing and processing.
3

Section 6.1. includes discussion of linkages from an implementation perspective.

complexity of "downstream" FSR, stnce they tend to fncrease the ratio
of variables to parameters fn the research program,
Lfnkages wfth extensfon servtces, delfvery system agencies Ce.g.,
credit, fertilizer, etc.J and, where they exist, the management of
deyelopment projects, can he very tmportant fn determfnfng both the
effecttveness of exfsttng support systems -- external institutions in
Ffgure 2 — a n d antfcfpated changes in the futurej

Incorporating in

the methodology a capacfty to evaluate the support systems can be
important as an fnput fn destgning and testing potentiany relevant
improved practices,

Evaluatfon also is fmportant, where linkages with

policy making agenctes extst, fn developfng more approprfate developmental strategies,

In most countrfes Tntcro-level fnformatfon for

policy analysts is scarce,

Therefore detailed tnformatton generated

through the FSR approach could be fmportant for fdentffytng changes
in policies that would complement the fntroduction of improved practices.
4,3

CREDIBILITY
Since the FSR approach fn the deyeloping world has gathered momen-

tum only durtng the 1970s, credibility problems remain in both professional and practical senses,
Unlike the results of the Green Reyolution, the results of FSR are
ltkely to be less spectacular because of the step^by-step modtfication
2
rather than a transformatfon of the farming systems.
As a result the
credibility FSR achieves fs likely to be heavfly influenced by how
effictently research funds are used Csee next section),

Also, the prac-

tical nature of FSR may reduce peer respect and malce ft more dffficult
An tnteresting example of tiifs fn ICRISAT has been provtded by
Ryan (jDersonal communfcatfon), Researchers at ICRISAT haye fnyolved
bankers tn the testing stage of thefr FSR program wttb. a view to obtatnfng thefr assessments of the feastbtlfty of the sofl and water
manageinent technology and , in particular, the prospects for loans to
ftnance items such as the tropiculteur, As a resuit, it is now an
approved item for credit tn the Indfan banking system,
2

In aggregate the beneftts of FSR may be stgniffcant due to large
numbers of farmtng famflfes adoptfng the changes,

to recruit scientists to pursue fSR (Nayarro, 1979),

ftnally the i.nter^

disciplinary nature of PSR work causes problems related to the kind of
results constdered "publtshable",

Often, "good" agronomtc research is

that whtch produces a 1ovr coefftcient of vartation,

An agronomist

setttng up a program of fteld trtals would, therefore, tend to favor
fewer trtals and more repltcations per trtal,

An economist, on the

other hand, to achieve results representative over a wider area, would
tend to favor more trials and few replicattons—giyen Itmited research
resourcesJ
4,4

EFflCIENCY Of THE RESEARCH PROCESS
Collinson Q 9 7 9 a ) has contended that the jnajor problem factng fSR

is funds and manpower too limtted to deal with a large number of
2

farmers.

Because of the specificity of FSR, with respect to both loca-

tion and stage of development of farmers (Harwood, 1979Jb), each FSR
effort deals wtth limited numbers of farmers and, therefore, appears to
he relatively expensiye.

Further, there is often a time lag between

the recognition of a problem, the findtng of a relevant solution, and
tts adoption by farmers, parttcularly where there ts not an array of
readily available solutions which can be drawn from the "body of
knowledge" (figure 2),
fSR ts often perceiyed as being yery expenstve by researchers not
engaged i.n fSR and by funding agencies, in part because there are strong
yested interests in maintaining the status quo of present research programs,

Thus, unless payoffs from reorganization are perceived as being

high, it would be difficult to shift resources to FSR.

Sunk costs and

low returns from past research endeavors are likely to be heavily discounted or eyen tgnored,

^E. Crawford (personal communtcatton) ctting Barker,
2
for example, Ryan and Btnswanger (1979) have calculated that tn
the Semt-Artd Tropics research expendttures--presumably per year-amount to only 0,008 cents per hectare of geographic area and only
0,14 cents per hectare of the five ICRISAT crops—sorghum, pearl m t U
let, ptgeon pea, chickpea, and groundnut.

It would seem that the most logtcal way to compare the relattve
merits of FSR programs and researctv programs of a inore conventional
nature is to look at the costs in relation to returns,
course, an empirical question.

This is, of

Although we hypothesize that "downstream"

FSR will have a higher benefit/cost ratio tn helping small farmers
than commodity and dtsciplinary research approaches, we are not sure
of the relevancy of the questton,

For reasons discussed earlier we

believe the two approaches are more complementary than competittve Csee
Section 2.4.8).
In estimating the returns from FSR the obvtous crtterton ts
measurement of the improvement in the welfare of farming families,
Measuring rural welfare, howeyer, is very difficult.

For example, "down-

stream" FSR may directly or tndirectly tncrease the welfare of farming
famil ies—indirectly by reorienting researcPi priortties of other research
programs so they later contrtbute to tncreasing farmers

,v

welfarej

Unfortunately, the potential of such feedback is often ignored in
evaluating "downstream" FSR contributions, posstbly because it is
difficult, if not impossible, to quantify.
In spite of considerahle potential benefits, efforts to reduce the
time and costs of producing FSR results are necessary if this approach
is ever to be applied to a signiftcant portion of the farm population
in the LDC's.

Three important principles are emerging in destgntng

cost and time efficient methodologies,
0)

They are:

Reducing of time required to move through the four research
stages.

The methodologies applied, in addition to ensuring

a fast turnaround, need to be practical, replicable and inexpensive (Byerlee et al., 1979).

Complex procedures that

require highly qualified individuals to collect and analyze
data and to design and test solutions, need to be avoided as

^An alternattve way of viewing the welfare discusston would be
immediate (direct) or future (i.ndirect) changes,
2

Tliis ts particularly important since, as others have potnted out
CMenz and Kntpscheer, 1979), "downstream" FSR raises the opportunity cost
of neglecttng farmers not tn the specific target groups. Lowertng
expltcit costs for spectftc target groups would enable work to be
undertaken with more target groups.

•j
much as possible (Zandstra, 1979aJ_.

There are» however,

Itmtts to reductng the length of ttme requtred to obtain
results.
(2)

Maximizing the return from such research by maktng results
more wtdely appltcable.

The extent to whfch improved sys-

tems can be transferred or extrapolated to other areas
directly affects efftciency,
(3)

Usfng "second best" or "best of readfly avaflable solutfons",
Tradftfonally research tn agrfculture has emphasfzed the
concept of developfng optftnal practfces,

When one considers

the heterogeneity existing in the "total" environment, however, costs fn terms of ffnance and ttroe to obtain optiroal
recommendattons for each type of vartatfon would be astronomical,

Therefore, fncreasfngly the emphasfs of fSft fs on

developing fmproyed farmfng systems that are better hut not
necessarily best, for each environment,

In other words, the

process fs "non-perfectabilitarian" and does not envfsion
deyeloping opttmal tmproyed practfces (Winkelmann and
Moscardf, 1979),
4.5

WHOSE CONSTRAINTS SHOULD AN fSR PROGRAM CQNCENTRATE ON?
The key to developing relevant strategfes for improving the welfare

of farroing famili.es involyes ffrst obtaining fnformatfon on the farming
systems practfced in terms of what fs done and why ft ts done that way,
That information can help indicate the flexibility—for example, when
there are slack resources—and constraints that exfst tn the current
systems,
0)

Needs or constraints can be fdentiffed at three levels:
Those spectffcally menttoned hy farming faroiltes,

C.2) Those tdenttffed tn a sctenttffc roanner by fSR workers,
(3)

Those reflecttng the interests of socfety as a whole t

Thfs is true both for cost effictency and repltcation, Skilled
personnel are characteristtcany in short supply tn roost LDC agrtcultural research organizatfons,

Th.ose specified by farmirig famili.es themselves may he only what
they think can be solved witPi outside help CNair, 1961I,

1

Also, if

they are living near the suryival level they may Piave a short-term
horizon and their expressed needs may conflict with the interests of
society as a whole.

If conflicts exist between tPie two sets of needs,

in a society where yoluntary change on the part of farming families is
o
permitted, societal needs are not lilcely to be met,
The constraints or needs identified by FSR workers are, by the
nature of FSR, likely to reflect needs of the farming families themselyes.

But hecause of their position, the researchers are more likely

to consider the potential societal impact of fulfilling farmers

1

needs,

Maximizing yields per hectare to satisfy short run prtvate interests
at a long run cost to society by an irreversible drop in soil productivity, for example, would hopefully he recognized by FSR researchers,
Their skill lies in devising strategies that meet the expressed needs
of farming families without exacerbating constraints of direct relevance to such families but not explicitly mentioned by them,

Also

they need to be sure their improved strategies do not violate the
interests of society as a whsle,
than done,

Unfortunately, this is easier said

Because the model of FSR articulated to date has been hased

on the individual farming
family, the link to societal needs has not
q
been well established --either conceptually or operationally, The

In a survey in Kenya, Shaner Cpersonal communication} found
farmers tended to ask for those items such as schools, clinics and
roads which they thought government might be able to supply rather than
priority items based on their overall appraisal of needs,
2

Nair's (1979) recent work is a good example of the need to adjjust
government policies to bring about a convergence of private and societal
needs,
3
That, perhaps, is inevitable as most FSR work has been undertaken
in technical research institutes by technical and social scientists,
The latter, either because they feel they haye neither the mandate to do
macro research nor the influence to change policy and the external
institutional environment, have focused almost exclusively on the micro
issue of understanding and changing farming systems within the present
enyironment CByerlee, personal communication), Interestingly, some technical scfentists are now urging the social scientists to change the
policy envfronment so that they have less constrafnts fn thefr own work.

mandates of the instftutions with FSR programs and the linkages with
government and developmental agencies, will influence how much attention is likely to be placed on the link between private and societal
interests and whether potential conflicts may be resolved easily.

We

believe that these micro-macro linkages will be of critical importance
in determining the long-term viability of FSR programs.

Possible

broad societal concerns, which are handled by the commodity programs
and "upstream" FSR programs of research institutes in the case of
technical matters, and planning and policy making bodies in the case of
nontechnical matters, might be taken into consideration by having
these agencies pre-screen potential improvement strategies for compatihility with societal concerns,
The needs or constraints that arise from an investigation of
indiyidual farming families may be technical, economic, or sociocultural.

Several approaches are used in dealing with such con-

straints.
The first involves accepting the constraint and developing strategies that exploit any flexibility in the current farming system without further exacerbating the constraint.

We think little can be or

should he done to change socio-cultural constraints unless they are
dehilitating society--for example, deepening societal inequities,
Ways need to be devised to help improve the welfare of such groups of
people in a manner compatible with the constraints.

For example, no

one should try to introduce hogs into Muslim areas,
The second approach to dealing with the constraints is to develop
improved strategies that will overcome the constraints, as is commonly
the focus of "upstream" FSR.

For example, the FSR program at ICRISAT

is attempting to alleviate the water constraint through the development
of improved systems of soil and water management centering on watershed
units (Appendix Al.2).

The removal or significant alleviation of con-

straints has to be viewed from more than simply the perspective of the
individual farming family.

In India, for example, breaking of a labor

bottleneck period through mechanization and herbicides could have serious
consequences for society by decreasing employment opportunities of the
landless, laboring class.
The decision on which approach to use in dealing with constraints

will depend on their severity, the flexibility that exists in the
existing farming system, and the availability of potential improved
strategies that break the constraints or exploit the flexibility.
4.6

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING IMPROVED SYSTEMS
It is important to evaluate the improved systems from both the

individual farming fami1y's and society's point of view.

The simplest

way to evaluate whether improved systems are suitable or relevant from
an individual or private perspective is to ascertain whether they are
adopted by farming households.

Suitability can be assessed in an

ex post sense through various methods of acceptance such as adoption
indices.

However, evaluating suitability that way creates two major

problems:
(1)

To improve the efficiency of the FSR approach it is essential to use evaluation criteria that assess the potential
suitability of the innovation both for individual farmers
and the society as a whole.

(2)

Additionally, the adoption indices give no indication as to
why some farmers did not adopt the improved system.

Both problems have important implications for developing suitable
methodologies.
In assessing whether the improved practices are potentially
suitable from the point of view of the individual farmer or farming
household, we suggest dividing the evaluation criteria into three groups
corresponding to the technical element, the exogenous factor, and endogenous factor.

The first two constitute necessary conditions for the

adoption of improved practices—in other words, whether the farmer can
adopt it, if he is willing t o J

The endogenous factors, on the other

Although we broke the evaluation criteria into distinct groups,
we recognize that they are not mutually exclusive. For example,
willingness to adopt a particular technology wi11 be partially determined by ability to do so. Also the profit--leve1 and dependability-of an improved system, which we consider a sufficient condition, will
be partially determined by the external institutions--such as prices
for the inputs and market for the product produced--which constitute
part of the necessary conditions.

hand, can be considered as providing the sufficient condition for adoption; that is, they determine whether the farmer is willing to adopt it.
The necessary condtttons for adoptton of tmproved technology can
be spectfied by three evaluatton crtterta;

techntcal feastbtlfty,

socfetal acceptabiltty, and compatabtltty wfth external fnstttutfons
or support systems.

The relatfye sfgntffcance of the last two crfteria

depend on the stage of development of agrfculture in the area, and the
type of fmproved practfces consfdered,

Increastng contacts outsfde the

village and tncreased commercfalfzatton of agrfculture—resulting in
tncreastng stgniftcance of economfc forces—1 tkely make social acceptability fn the communfty relattvely less stgnfftcant, whfle an appropriate support system becomes fncreasfngly crfttcal,

The dfstrtbutton

system must be able to provtde the inputs requfred for adoptfon of the
improyed technology, and a market for the product produced must be
available,
Obvfously, the fmproved practtces must be compatible with the goal
or goals of the potenttal adopter,

The objective function of farming

familtes likely will change as they move from self-sufftctent subsistence farmtng to commercial farming,

In the case of the former, under-

standing the goal(s) may be a particularly complex task while in the
latter they are probably much easier to articulate—for example, as profit maximization,

Most farming famili.es, on the continuum between

the two extremes, are likely to have a hierarchical ranking of goals,
A commonly suggested ranking is food self-sufficiency first, then profit
•

•

•

maximization after food needs are met.

2

The latter goal is easier to

examine by assessing profitabi1ity expressed in terms of the most

This ts a critfcal issue tn many sftuations and requires analysis
at the macro level, For example, Vincent (personal communication) emphasized that in one area of the Phflfppfnes an attempt was made to
help cabbage producers obtain hfgher prtces for thetr product by controlling the production of cabbage over time. While thfs was taking
place, farmers fn another cabbage producfng area took up the slack by
expanding productton. This fs a good example of the desfrability of
an FSR program embracing not only production but also processing and
marketfng considerations,
2

One could argue that the participation of the farmer in th.e
research. process will to some extent compensate for a complete and
detailed understanding of his/her famfly goals,

limiting factor of the improved practices compared with the those they
are designed to replace.^

Because of the relatively low living levels

and the desire for food self-sufficiency, avoiding risk by ensuring
dependability of return from an innovation should be an important
evaluation criterion CNorman and Palmer-Jones, 19771,

for example, if

the improved practices can be proyed to be more profitable and as
dependable as thsse they replace, they are likely to be attractive to
farming families.
Until now we have concentrated on evaluating the improved systems
from the perspective of individual farming families.

However, as

emphasized in the preceding section, attention also needs to be given
2
to its acceptability from a societal point of view,
for example, if
food production were to decline, or if the technology adopted were to
result in degrading the natural resources base, or if increased inequality of income distribution were to arise, then short run private
returns would come at a long run cost to society.

If at all possible,

divergence between private and societal interests needs to be avoided.
Unfortunately, looking at the improved.systems from a societal point of
view requires looking into the future—sometimes farther than the short
run, so uncertainty complicates the evaluation problems (flinn, 1980).
The micro-macro linkages stressed earlier are very important but they
remain the weakest part of FSR programs.

Because current FSR programs

concentrate on individual farming families, it is very difficult
operationally or even conceptually to link evaluation from the societal
3
point of view to evaluations for individual farming families.
Such
linkage might take the form of the pre^screening of potential improvement strategies by research institutes and planning agencies as
Profitability as a concept can be applied to production destined
not only for the market but also for home consumption. In the latter
case, the product price is what it would be necessary to pay to purchase the product.
2

We use societal as Inferring some degree of aggregation of farming families, for example, in the current discussion it could mean the
community in which, the farming families are located or the nation as a
whole.
Michie (personal communication!

suggested earlier (Section 4.5).
Currently, societal evaluations tend to be based on separate studies
that use aggregate measures and are often ex-post rather than ex-ante.
The micro-macro linkages need much more attention by researchers.

5.

METHODOLOGY OF FARMING SYSTEMS RESEARCH

In this chapter we examine methodological
of the process;

issues involved at each stage

descriptive and diagnostic, design, testing, and extension,

with emphasis on "downstream" FSR.

The way specific methodological

issues

are resolved will depend on how the general issues outlined in the preceding
chapter are resolved.

Since this chapter focuses on current FSR in the Third

World, most of the examples are drawn from research on the cropping sub-system.

5.1

DESCRIPTIVE AND DIAGNOSTIC STAGE
The objective of this stage is to pick target areas, describe the

present farming systems, ascertain major constraints on farming in the
area and discover the degree of flexibility in modifying the farming
systems.

5.1.1

Selection of the target area
The following three points need to be considered in selecting the

target area:
(.1)

A FSR program should not be implemented if it is incompatible with government needs and priorities (Asian Cropping
Systems Working Group, 1979).

Still, accepting government

priorities might lead to problems.

For example, if develop-

ment priorities are designed to help the more commercialized
areas, these areas may not require FSR.
(2)

The problem of obtaining credibility in reasonable time,
especially when research resources are scarce, means a bias
towards selecting an area not only consistent with national
development priorities but also one where tangible results
are potentially possible in a short time (Navarro, 1979)."1

For example, the Asian Cropping Systems Network picks areas designated as receiving priority in national development plans and that have
both potential for increased production and cropping intensity and an
adequate infrastructure support system (Zandstra, 1979b),

(3)

The broader the target area the greater ts the potential to
spread costs.

Concentrattng on sraall, unrepresentatiye areas

ts likely to reduce the potenttal raultiplfer effect of FSH,
The criteria for delfneattng boundarfes of the target area also
may be affected by polttfcal fssues.

The target area 9 for example, may

be demarcated by an admtnfstratfye or polttfcal boundary and m a y
embrace a wide yariety of farmfng systems.

Boundaries delineated by

development projects may be useful fn some ctrcumstances as a compro1
mise because they have reasonably unfform farmfng systems,
In practtce the procedure that often gfyes satisfactory results is
delfneating an area where the majorfty of farmers follow; sfmtlar
agri.cultural practtces or a similar farming system (Hildebrand, 1979c).
Sometimes, howeyer, tn assessing the physical potenttal for particular enterprises—crops or livestock» for example--it is important to
delineate the target area on the basis of the characteristics of the
technical element or agro-climatologic features (Zandstra, 1979b).
5,1.2

Baseline data analysis
Baseltne data analysis tnvolves usfng available fnformatton,

In yiew of the time and cost of collecting primary data, available
secondary tnformation should be exploited.

Secondary data can be use-

ful tn deltneating the target area and tn obtainfng a prelimfnary understanding of existing farming systems.
The criteria for data to be used in baselfne data analysi.s and tn
the collection of data from on-farm studtes should be the releyance
of the data fn understanding exfsting farming systems, particularly
their constraints and flexibility and how to modtfy present systems
(Technical Advisory Committee, 1978),

Good data on the technical ele-

ment, particularly on such physieal factors as land resource classificatton and weather and clfmatfc characterfstfcs, can be parttcularly

Mali, for example, fs dfvfded tnto development areas, each with
fts own organization, delivery systems» etc,, which emphasize different
crops—groundnuts in one area, cotton tn another, etc,

valuablej

It has been suggested tFiat wtiereyer possfble, existing

methods of analysts should be used to classtfy sotl, land, and clftnate
CTechnfcal Advfsory Commtttee, 1978),

2

Some information on vartous

exogenous factors can often 5e gleaned from revtewfng secondary data
sources, but the common lack of detailed micro information usually means
that basic data concernfng the endogenous factors are not available,
Therefore, as a rule, endogenous type data will be obtained through onfarm studies,
The quanttty and qualfty of secondary data avatlable will determfne
how well the objectiyes of the descrtpttye stage are achteved as a
result of baseline data analysts.

The poorer the data and tnformatfonal

base ts, the more research at this stage becomes an art rather
than a science, and the more on-farm studies are needed to describe and
dtagnose the area's characteristics and constrafnts.
5.1.3. On-farm studies
Qn-farm studies are important tn dtsaggregating the target area's
enyfronmental heterogenefty,

Such studies should classify farmtng

famfltes fnto homogeneous sub-groups or "recommendation domains"
Economics Program, 1980),

(CIMMYT

The sub-groups provtde a focus for develop-

ing releyant strategi.es; to improve the.tr welfare,

Effecttvely delinea-

ttng such sub-groups depends on betng able to tsolate the factors tnfluencing variation between groups of farmers and adopting a classificatton method that effectively weights the tnfluence of the factors.
CIMMYT 0 9 7 9 ) has suggested two types of divistons:

"a locational

dfyfston hy area and a hferarchical dfyfston between farmers tn the

^The internattonal and regfonal agrfcultural research instttutions»
wtth thetr resources and ecological focus, are in a good position to
set jup data banks on such information, A numher are now dotng this
because such information has uses far beyond the specific needs of
"downstream" FSR.
2
In recent years, howeyer, IRRI has increasfngly emphasfzed inore
efffcient ways of fnterpretfng land and climate as they relate to
production alternattves CZandstra, Angus, and Tamisin, 1979; Angus and
Zandstra, 1979).

same area."

Three sets of factors are identtfied as contrtbuting to

the divtstons:
0)

Natural factors;

climate, soil, topography.

(2)

Historical factors:

food preferences, soctal customs, pre-

sent technology, and tenurial arrangements.
C3l

Institutional and economic factors:

access to markets and

to inputs.
While sets (_2) and C3) are relevant to both locational and hierarchical dtvistons, set (1) ts releyant only to locational dtvisions.
Diyiding farmers into homogeneous suh-groups is a complex process and
fncludes consideration not only of differences in the techntcal element
but also of variattons in the human element—which traditionally have
often been ignored.

1

As a result of this classification, farming fam-

ili.es tn a parttcular sub-group will tend to have stmtlar farmtng activtties and include similar soctal customs, similar access to support
systems» comparable marketing opportunities, and similar technology
and resource endowment (Collinson, 1979a).

Farming families

within each specific sub-group should have the same problems
and development alternatives and should react in the same way to
2
policy changes.
Two major methods are generally used to obtain the necessary data
from on-farm studies to ftntsh classtfying farming families into homogeneous sub-groups:

reconnatssance CHtldebrand, 1979a) or exploratory

surveys (Collinson, 1979b), and formal surveys (Collinson, 1979a).

3

The reconnaissance or exploratory surveys are informal and consist
of field tours or sondeo (Hildebrand, 1979a).

Multidisciplinary teams

^Economic and tnstitutional factors heavily influence what wi.ll be
grown. Because they are perishable, vegetables will be grown near
urhan markets even though technical factors tn more remote areas may
he more suitahle for growing them,
2

However, such dtyfsions between the different suh-groups are
artfficial, since tnterdependencies and fnteractions are likely to
exfst between them. In eyaluatfng the ex ante societal consequences
of ijnproyed strategies, tt fs iroportant to understand such relationshtps.
3
These two types of surveys are complementary rather than competittye, The former should nearly always precede the latter,

working in an fnterdfsciplinary framework travel throughout the target
area talking with representatives of polfcy-makfng, farmer-contact
agencies and wfth communfty leaders and farm famflfes.

Such dfscus-

sfons are to delineate sub-groups of farmfng famflfes and to analyze
current farming systems and possible types of developmental strategies potentially useful to farmfng famflies and consfstent with their
goals.

The exploratory surveys require interactfon not only wfth

people fn the target area but also among members of the FSR team
(Collinson, 1979a; Hildebrand, 1St79a).

Many FSR practitioners belfeve

the process leads to a partfal but useful impression of the entfre
farming system and helps classify farmtng famtlies into sub-groups.
The extent to which these reconnaissance surveys can be carried o u t —
6 to 10 days i.n the case of the sondeo (Hi.ldebrand, 1979a) — i s
largely a function of the experience of the team fn FSR and their
familiarity with the target area,

Then more formal structured farm

surveys often are carried out among the target population to verify the
tentative insights from the exploratory survey.

The surveys involve

trade-offs between cost and time efficiency on one hand and accuracy
on the other.

For those concerned about efffciency, the formal survey

consists of a single interview with a representative sample of farmersJ
Emphasis on accuracy, in contrast, calls for frequent intervfews over
a long time--usually one year, particularly for data that are continuous and non-registered

such as labor flows, in contrast to those that

are single-point, registered in nature such as purchase of fertilizer
(Collfnson, 1972; Lipton and Moore, 1972; Norman, 1977),
Single visit interviews of a large number of farmers are increasingly being undertaken to minfmize sampling errors,

Such surveys can

be complemented by more frequent interviewing of a limited number of
farmers in order to minimize measurement errors,

The frequent inter-

viewing approach (Hart, 1979b) is usually carried on concurrently with
later stages of the FSR program,

Particular emphasis is usually

placed on including farming famili.es who participate fn the testing
stage of FSR,

A combinatfon of single intervfews. and frequent

^CIMMYT calls the single-visit, formal survey a verification
survey.

tnterytews has these adyantages:
0)

It minimizes the delay tn moving from the descrtpttye to the
design and testing stages, although some gamble is involved
in the sense that the needs or constraints emergtng from the
in-depth study may not conftrm the results from the earlier
stngle-interview survey that were fed into the design and
testtng stages,

(2)

It provtdes accurate quantttattye tnformatfon for compartng
results of the existtng system wtth results of the improved
system, whtch ts parttcularly useful durtng the testing
stage.

Sometimes, in compromise, tnformation ts collected

on only the part of the farmtng system of dtrect tnterest
to the research mandate of the institution undertakfng the
FSR program (Htldebrand, 19795}.

1

Four basic methodological issues are involyed tn speed and effictency of carrying out the formal survey:
(„11 Various sampling methods are available for selecting
farming familtes for study,

The time involved and method

used wtll depend on whether or not a stratfffcatton procedure
is to be adopted and whether frames of farming families to
draw samples from are available [Bernsten, 1979; CIMMYT
Economics Program, 1980).
(2}_

Criteria for collecting data often are poor.

p
Too often the

criterion for the way tn which data are collected is the ease
with which it can be collected accurately, rather than the
need for it to be collected accurately CCollinson, 1972).,
The decision on how data should be collected should be based

Further efffctency i;n terms of cost ts sometfmes possihle wtth
farming famtlies keeping such records themselves (Hatch, 19801.
Li.teracy has permitted that in Guatemala (ICTA), Philippines (IRRI),
India (ICRISAT), and elsewhere,
2
Modeling through the use of simulation techniques has also someti.mes heen used to obtain an idea of the critical varfables and hence
an tndfcation of variables that need to be measured accurately. For
example, Brockington (personal communfcatfon) has used such techniques
in looking at the dynamtcs of cattle^herd structures fn Brazil,

on lowest cost commensurate wi;th the understanding that is
necessary.

Direct measurement techniques—1ike quantify-

ing actual seasonal labor flows--require expensfve techniques such as frequent fntervtewing over long periods.
Collinson^ suggests that the decision as to whether measurement is necessary should be based on such considerations as
whether it improves understanding sufftciently and consistently,
whether it improves understanding enough to justify the extra cost
of measurement, and whether it improves understanding enough in
the Ifght of opportunity costs forgone, such as working with
2
more sub-groups of farming families.
(3)

Related to the above and to efficienc.y is the idea that too
much emphasis may be placed on quantifying and too little on qualitative data.

Qualitative information should include not only

attitudinal information but also types of data not essential
according to the criteria specified above,

Limiting quanti-

fication to key characteristics reduces costs involved in
collecting data.
(4)

Too often little consideration is given to increasing the
efficiency of the data collection-analysis link in surveys.
For frequent-interviewing surveys, processing
should start
o
while data are still being collected.

Also, all surveys,

no matter how they are undertaken, need to be designed to
facilitate quick processing--such as ease of transferring
data to computer-based systems.

^Collinson (personal communfcatfon) f
2
The same considerations apply to modeling techniques which are
based on accurate measurement, However, simulation techniques may be
useful under certain circumstances (E. Crawford, 1980).
3
The recent technological breakthroughs with pocket calculators
and mini-computers have increased the ease with which this can be done.
Purdue University is, for example, using mini-computers in the Sahelian
countries, and Michigan State University is using them in northern
Cameroun.

5.2

DESIGN STAGE
Priortttes for research should artse from the descrtpttye stage,

tn terms of deyeloptng tmproved practices hased on the needs of farmtng famtli.es and constratnts they face,

The design stage should pro-

duce a few sets of improved practices for testing at the farm level,
Collinson 0979aJ suggests the followtng procedure for destgning
tmproyed practices:
0)

The experimental variables should constst of practices tn
1

whtch farmers management is flextble and those where ex ante
eyaluatton suggests room for tncreased productivityJ
Flextbiltty tn management ts enhanced when there are underutilized resources, while increastng productivity of variahles
ts particularly tmportant for those resources that are most
limiting.
(2)

The feasible range of treatments for such variables is set
by the fl exibtltty that exists.

Some flexibtlity could be

introduced, for example, by assuming the institutional support system could change—that ts, be a variable rather than
a parameter,

It could, for example, be assumed that an

institutional source of credit could be made availahle to
supplement the cash flow of the farm business.

The above

remarks suggest that the development of improved practtces
should usually constder the extsting or definitely expected
infrastructural support system,
o
debated in some centers,
(3)

However, that is now being

The parameters in the experimental process should be those
not potentially subject to manipulation and as representative

Such practtces can Be ascertatned from fnyesttgattng what ts
ayaflable fn the "hody of knowledge"
establfshed as a result of commo1
dtty research and "upstream' FSR programs,
2

Currently at CIMMYT considerable debate centers on how much they
should deyelop improved technologtes given the existing infrastructure
support system and how much they should be trytng to change that
system as well (Byerlee, personal communicatton],

as posstble of practtcal farmtng condtttonsj
The destgn stage ts prtmarfly fmplemented under statton condi.^
tfons,

Experimentation, accordfng to the above spectffcatfons, is

essenttally "downstream" FSR,

Wfiere the "body of knowledge" fs not

sufffcfently developed to provtde adequate matertal for the destgn
stage of the "downstream" FSR prograra, relaxfng the above expertmental
constrafnts may be justfffed so an "upstream" FSR program may be tnttfated,

To date much knowledge has been accumulated through the reduc-

tfontst approach, usually wfthout a systems focus,

When tnteractfon

fs Ifkely to be fmportant—for example, fn watershed management, sot.1
ferttlfty, and mixed cropping, the aboye specfftcattons may be relaxed
to bufld up the "body of knowledge" through an "upstream" FSR program,
Unltke the other stages of FSR, research methods for worlc on
experiment stations are somewhat better established (Technical Adytsory
Committee, 1978),

Usually conventtonal approaches can be used,

How-

ever» complications are introduced when the research has more of a
systems focus and the ratio of variables to parameters is increased-as is true tn some "upstream" FSR programs,
In the design stage of "downstream" FSR programs the following two
tssues have tmportant methodological connotations:
0)

The ever-present problem of minimizing costs of research has
two dimenstons at the design stage,
Ca)

Computer modeling and simulation can have definite
advantages in meeting time limits, as with Ifvestock
where relatively long cycles are the rule and where
topfcs such as ratnfall/water balance/crop growth sfmula'
3
tton models help tdenttfy alternatives,
However,

Thfs may f as stressed earli.er, also b.e determfned fn part by the
research mandate of the tnstttutfon wtth the fSK program and the feasi,bflity of dealfng w f t h m a n y variables,
Hfldebrand [personal communfcatton) suggests that one should he
cautfous about drawing a ffne li;ne between design and testfng, In fact,
some desfgn work can, and does, take place fn trfals at the farm level,
3

ILCA, for example, uses thts approach fn their research on livestock, whfle ICRISAT applfed tt to tnefr watershed management work.

coraplicated and nonstandardized modeling needs to be
undertaken cautiously wtth a full understanding of its
potential dangers (Technical Advisory Commtttee, 1978J,
Too often such analytfcal tools have heen used as a
substitute for, rather than a complement to, work of a
more plebfan nature,

As a result they have often become

oyerly complex, expensfve, and out of touch wtth
realttyJ
(b)

Since ceteris paribus conditions are much greater on the
experimental station and the human element cannot
adequately be taken fnto account except as an fnput tn
the intttal experijriental design, practitioners in
"downstream" FSR have reservations about spendtng much.
research. effort working on the experiment station.
Generally,, the greater the "body of knowledge", the
shorter is the time required on the experiment station to
complete the destgn stage tn "downstream" FSR,

(2)

Developing improved practtces may fnvoTve fncremental or
"single tratt" changes instead of packages of practices,
Numerous studies have shown that where packages are introduced, various components are adopted to vartous degrees
(Gerhart, 1975; Hildebrand, 1979.c).

The major advantages of

packages, of course, tnclude the complementary or synergistic effects or relationships among components.

For example,

improved seeds respond better than indigenous varieties to
inorganic fertilizer.

The major disadvantage of such pack-

ages involve complications due to the more complex methodologies needed to put them together and problems or difficulties in getting them adopted by farmers. It is likely to be
more dtfftcult, for example, to convince farmers to adopt an

^ln addftfon to the fnstituttons mentioned tn the precedfng footnote, some encouragtng deyelopments i;n simulatfon roodel tng are evolving
from work in the UK (Speddfng and B.rockfngton, 1976«; Brockfngton, 1979).
2

For example, ICTA's work on time devoted to research work off and
on th£ experfment statfon fs a ratio of nfne to one (Htldehrand, 1979c},

improved package when few changes as a result of external
factors have been introduced into their farming systems.
Also, packages often imply more complex management
and more complex external tnstituttonal support systems,
Assuming ceteris paribus condttions, stngle trait changes
are obviously preferable (Bartlett and Ikeorgu, 1979).

How-

eyer, tn theory at least, where stngle changes come at too
high a cost—prtyate or soctaK-as a result of tgnoring
synergistic effects, then packages of tmproved practices
should be developed,,

Accordtngly, tt could be argued that

improved packages of practices are 1ikely to be the rule
rather than the exception CRya

n

and Subrahmanyam, 1975).

But tn practice tt can, and perhaps should, be argued that
because the farmer ts unltkely to adopt the package tn tts
entirety, using an incremental approach is justified.

In

other words, tnittal extension work might emphasize one or
two components with the rest to be added later.

The crite-

rion for such an approach ts that the changes betng introduced should be as many and as btg as possible so long as
the farmer ftnds them acceptableJ

Instead the current

emphasis on packages has tended to result in offering, at
the design stage, only two possfbiliti.es—rejection or complete acceptance of the whole package.

Later the farmer

decides which parts of the package to adopt tf initially he
2
can't accept the enttre package. Byerlee believes that
research via the extensfon staff can provide such informatton
more efffcfently than the usual approach described above, in
whi.ch a lot of valuable fnformation is withheld from farmers
who discover it the hard way later.

Col1fnson (personal communicattonL
Per so n a1 c ommu n tca t i o n,

5,3

TESTING STAGE
Th.e objective of th-Ts stage ts to evaluate the tmproved practices

flowing from.t.he design stage to the farm.

The evaluatit>n criterta

should be the same as those found to be important tn the descriptive
stage,

The testtng stage consists of two parts:

01

Trtals at the farmer*s level that use farmer's land and maybe
labor, but wtth the managertal tnput sttll provtded by the
research workers.

C2)

Farmer testing wtth farm families provtding their own land,
labor, capttalJ and management,

In essence the tmproyed

technology is tested for compattb.fitty with the technical,
exogenous, and endogenous factors.
Usually performance of the improved technology drops when ft
moves from the somewhat artfftcial condftions of the experiment station
2
to trfals at the farm level, and drops again at the farmer's testing
level where the improved technology fs fn effect being tested for compatibfltty with3 the current farmi.ng system and the managerial know-how
of the farmer.
Two crfttcal issues, both with important methodological connotations, arfse at the testing level:
(1)

The issues
of tnteraction between farmers and research wor4
kers, and the representativeness of farmers and farming

The amount of capftal anttcfpated here is tliat already ayaflable
plus what could be derfved currently or tn the near future through
external institutions, Realizatfon of the latter may require credit
or other fnputs to fae proyfded by the research organfzatfon fn the
testtng stage.
2

Thfs corresponds to yteld gap I as defined in the Rice Constratnts
Studfes undertaken at IRRI (JRRI, 1977),
3
Th-fs corresponds to yield gap II in the IRRI studies.
4
Thfs tnteraction fnvolving parttctpation of the farmers has
froportant fmplfcations for the research process. The example given by
Collfnson (personal communfcation) cited in Section 2.4.3 fndfcates
just what ft means and fow sfgnfficant tt can and shcrald be,

famtltes.

Confltct between the two destra&le characterts-

ttcs ts concetva&le,

Sorae research workers prefer to select

the hetter, more responstye or more cooperattye farmers to
parttctpate tn ttie testtng stage,

Ustng the cooperattyeness

criterion has the advantage of maxtmiztng tnteractions
between research worlcers and farmers.

But there ts the

potential problem tfiat even when improved practtces receive
a positive evaluatton, they sttll may not be truly relevant
2
for the ayerage farmer,
The adoptton process may be thus
btased towards farmers wtth the above characteristtcs and
cause tnequaltttes tn beneftts tn the long run,

Other

research workers tn FSR advocate selecting a cross section
of farmers representatiye of the subgroup or subgroups under
investigation.

The posstble disadvantage, that representative

farmers would not maLximize interactions between farmers
and research workers, is offset by the big advantage of getttng a more satisfactory idea of whether the improved practices are likely to be suttable for the average farmer.
Howeyer, the bias that usuaHy--and perhaps inevitab1y--occurs
ts one of including only cooperative farmers at the testinq
stage to ensure maximiztng interacttons between farmers
and researchers,
(21

The tssue of transferabil tty,

Costs limit the number of

sttes that can be included in the testing stage.

So efforts

are needed to increase the multiplier effect by extrapolating
results to other areas.

Chances to extrapolate or transfer

results to other areas are, of course, increased if sites
for farm trtals are picked to represent large areas,

Possi-

btlities for extrapolation are tncreased by developing

Shaner Cpersonal communtcattonl has suggested that an adyantage
of selecttng such farmers i;s that they are an tntermedtate step between
the potenttal returns at the farm level and returns achteved by representattve farmers.
2

Cooperatton can be encouraged through a reward system,
optnton is rntxed regarding such forms of encouragement.

technologi.es that are flexfhle Tn tiinfng and other factorsJ

At the farmers' testfng leyel a detafled spectftca^

tfon of the proposed fmproved practtces and condttions
under whfch they were tested fs requfred to tncrease the
efficfency of extrapolation to other areas (Zandstra, 1979a)_,
Such specfffcation should fnclude CNorman and Palmer-Jones,
1977):
(a)

Delineation of what was actually done in describing
the proposed improved technology.

(b)

Description of the technical environment where the
testfng was undertaken, including location, availability and dfstributfon of water, temperature, potentfal evapotranspiration, and soil type (i.e., physical and chemfcal properties that are likely to affect
tfllaqe, nutrient and water characteristics, and erosion).

(c)

Economic speciftcatfons detailing output and input
totals and flows where relevant fn both quantitative
and monetary terms.

A l s o , ex ante evaluation criteria

should include more than just criterfa relevant to the
speciffc test sites,

Such specffications about improved

practices permit one to assess the suitability of the
improved technology to farming families adopting different goals, families with wide variations in resources,
and those facing differences in the exogenous factors.
The
ways the testing stage is conducted may vary widely.

No

attempt is made here to discuss the various approaches that are used,
except in general terms,

Some fSR practfttoners suggest that such strategies for fncreasi.ng the multi.plier effect from extrapolatfon to other areas should
not he pursued if ft involves some sacrfffce fn refining the improved
technology to the specific area under tnvestigatton,
2

Ohvfously some of thts information would be derfved from the.
descrtptiye stage.

5.3.1

Trials at the farm&rs' 16vel
Trials at the farmers' level, or research-managed trtals as they

are sometimes called, can cover more treatments than those at the
farmers' testing stage,

At the testing stage, treatments are

usually less complex than those undertaken on experiment stations durtng the destgn stage because of costs, fields not being big enough
to carry out complex experiments--espectany if replicattons are
invoTved, and the destrability of having some interactton between farmers and research workers.

Interactions are less likely when experi-

ments hecorne too complex,
The aim of such trtals ts to screen the tmproved technologies
aristng from the destgn stage, to ftne^tune them to the local situation, and to evaluate their potential both locally and for broader
regional coverage.

Researcher managed trials can consist of either

replications withtn fields or hetween fields—to check site variabili1
2
ty,
The varied types of farm level trials can use experimental
designs simtlar to designs on experiment stattons.
5.3.2

Farmers' testing

3

Farmers' testing ts the most rtgorous test of the proposed improved technologies,

Three points need to be constdered to derive

valid, useful data for evaluating the improved practices at this
stage:

H h e pros and cons of each type of replicatton are dtscussed by
Bandong et al. 0 9 7 7 ) ,
2
For example, C M Y T advocates three classes of on-farm trials;
yes-no trtals, how-much trials, and yeriftcatton trials CWinkelmann
and ^oscardi;, 1979, and Appendix A1.1).
3

1

Farmers testtng in the context nsed here includes the pre^
production testing undertaken i;n the IRRI Cropping Systems Program
CAstan Cropping Systems Worktng Group, 1979; Zandstra, 1979a),

0)

It is important that plots are large enough for the improyed
technologies being testedj

Labor is an important tnput, so

plots need to be large enough that labor tnputs can be
accurately measured.

Consequently, replications within the

fteld are not usually possible.

However, the improved

technology may be repltcated on fields of other farmers.
(2)

Both the technical and human envtronments vary widely over
3
time, Testing for more than one year
gives a better idea
of the level and stability of tmproved practices, particularly where there are substantial inter-annual variations
in the "total" environment,

4

In effect, replications can be

tncreased hy incorporattng the time dimension through using
the same improved practices in different years.

But such a

replication should not preclude modifying the improved practices after obtaining results in earlier years.
(3)

To provide valid evaluation of improved practices it is
important to obtain data that will assess compatibiltty of
the practices with other parts of the farmtng system.

Two

IRRI, for example, suggests 100 sq. nu as a minimum (Zandstra,
19-79} while Hildebrand Cpersonal communication) advocates that at least
20% of the culttvated area of the farmer's farm should be devoted to
the test.
2

In any case, farmers providing the evaluation are not likely to
be interested in replications.
3
Three years of on-farm testing are often advocated (Asian Cropping
Systems Working Group, 1979; Hart, 1979a), E. Crawford Cpersonal
communication) has suggested that when a shorter evaluation period ts
necessary, and when manpower and computational resources are available,
stmulatton offers a worthwhile method to assess the sensittvity of the
improyed technologies under dtfferent assumpttons. That, however,
ratses the tssue of accurate modeltng mentioned earlier (see footnotes in
Section 5.1,3), Xt wtll probably be easier to inyestigate realtstic
yartattons tn the technical element than tn the human element,
4
Another approach that has sometimes been advocated but which has
some obvtous problems ts testing tn slightly different "total" environments the same year to simulate dtfferences between years.

alternattve approaches may &e used,

1

One ts to collect

data on all other parts of tlie farrotng systero to assess
potenttal confltcts and coropatthtltty.

The alternatfye

often adopted to mtntrofze costs fs collectfng data on only
the parts of the farmtng systero that the fmproved practfces
are Itkely to dtrectly affect or replace,

But cautton fs

needed ff tKe flow and level of resources requfred to adopt
the fmproved practtces differ suhstantfany from those

2

required for the practtces they are desfgned to replace,
5,3,3

Intermedfate types of trfals
To encourage more farmer-research worker fnteractton and lower

costs hy combfnfng some of the characteristics of farm level trials and
farmer testfng, two addttfonal types of trtals or experfments are
somettroes used:
(1)

Trials superfroposed at the farroer testtng level; that fs,
conducted on the saroe ffeld where the farmer^s

testing fs

befng undertaken—trfal s that reflect several factors
relevant to the farmer's sftuation (Zandstra, 1979a),

For

example, IRRI's Cropping Systems Program specifies that
superimposed trials roust fnclude four levels:

a sfmulation

1

of farmers roanagement wfth no purchased material inputs,
the level of component technology assfgned to the cropping
pattern, and a level of component technology that will produce hfgh yields fn the cropping pattern, or will produce
(2)

similar yfelds with substantfally lower input,
To encourage roore of a systems focus, unit farms

have been used

Ias dtscussed earlfer CSectfon 5,1,3), these can be combined
wfth the formal suryeys,
2
The example dfscussed earlfer CSection 2,4,5) concerntng improved
practices for cotton i;n northern Ntgeria fllustrates the potentfal
problems of such an approach,
3
The use of unit-farms, of course, pre-dates the FSR approach
(Jolly, 1952).

in the Farming Systems Program at IITA W e n z ? 1979),

They

have also been used to more realisttcally tnclude the human
element with perhaps much more control than posstble under
farming condittons at the village level.

Menz 0 9 7 9 1 sug-

gested that the degree of control imposed on the unit farmer
will depend on whether the technologies heing deyeloped are
still in the design stage, are trials at the farmer's
level, or have more farmer-testing orientation.

The

inability to realistically incorporate the human element-both exogenous and endogenous factors—supports the notion
that unit farms are more suitable in "upstream" FSR programs.
5.4

EXTENSION STAGE
The extension stage, because tt provides vital information about

the effectiveness of the improyed strategies from the earlier stages
of the FSR process, is an integral part of the FSR program.

In addition,

assessment at this stage also provides tnformation on changes taking
place and hence helps determine what new problems require F S r J
5,4.1

Monitoring and evaluatjon
Monitoring and evaluattng acttyittes serye as a management tool to
?

improve the effectiveness of on-going projects
tnput for the destgn of upcomtng projects,

and provide tmportant

Monitortng and evaluattng

check the validity of the description, design and testing acttvitfes
of FSR so lessons from the project can be systematically incorporated
tnto the destgn of future projects in that area or similar areas.

^Because of the tterattve and dynamfc nature of FSR i;t ts dtfftcult to diyorce fts descrtptfye and extensfon stages,
2
Although we are spectffcally referrfng to projects, which usually
contafn monttortng and evaluatton components, the same principles apply
to more general extension programs that are not project speciftc,

Monttoring projects wfvile tFiey are fn progress helps proyfde
project inanagers with information they can use to improve the project.
Monitoring activities involve systematically overseefng the process of
change as a consequence of the project,

Eyaluatfon actfvftfes, on the

other hand, are more concerned wfth the overall fmpact or results
1 ?
from a project, '
Monitorfng and evaluatfng the fntroduction of improved strategies
need to he looked at from the perspectiyes of research workers, farming families, and society as a wfiole,

The research perspective fs

reflected fn the degree to whicfi the needs of the fndfvfduaT farmfng
famfly and socfety are met,
(1)

In monitoring it is important to determine the number of
individual farming famflfes that have adopted the improved
technology, the degree to which they have adopted it, including the different components of a package, and the reasons
for divergence from what was recommended.

Some types of

information necessitate acceptability-testing procedures.
Acceptability or adoption indices 1ike those suggested by
Hildebrand (1979a) can be a valuable aid.

Sometfmes a dfstfnctfon is made between on-going and ex post
evaluation activities (Cernea and Tepping, 19771. On-going evaluation
provides direct input to project management and focuses on affecting
current project activities. Such evaluation cannot be readfly dfstinguished from monitoring activities unless one conceives of monitoring as
simply collecting information and evaluation as both collecttng data
and more than cursory analysis of certain problems. We use the term
monitoring to include on-going evaluation, and confine evaluation to
its ex post function.
2
Vincent (personal communicatton) potnted out a major problem of
most projects is that they are not designed to deal with learning from
etther farmers or poltcy makers, The execution of projects and their
evaluation are usually tfed to the fnftfal objectives—often narrowly
deffned—which, gtven the time from project paper stage to implementation stage and the tntertm changes fn the polftfcal enyfronraent and
those from farraer partictpatfon tn the project, do not allow for full
uttlfzatfon of learnfng in the feedbiack loop, frequently, 1/fncent
suggests, the feedback loop rnist be tgnored because of tfrae pressures
and fmpleraentatton schedules, which seriously reduces the Dotentfal
effectfveness of the FSR program in many projects.

(2)

Evaluattng the tmpact of fmproved technology from the point
of vfew of socfety fnvolyes answertng such questfons as
the distrfbutton of benefits from the adoptfon, stabf1ity of
the ecological base, and tFie general nutrftional level,

Although methodological problems hinder investigation of the above
tssues, fnformatfon collected durtng monftorfng and evaluatfon activitfes can be tmportant tn gtvfng credibflity to FSR and fn feeding back
fnto the FSR program problems tFiat have arfsen from fncorrect or tmprecise speciffcatfon of tbe envfronment or evaluatton crtteria, or fn
gfying researcfi prforttfes for future FSR work,
5.4.2

Integrating FSR fnto projects
Increasfngly projects also fnclude an adaptfve research component

closely linked to monttortng and evaluation acttyftfes,

Adaptive

research can upgrade recommended practfces betng extended by the project and help antfcipate and solve problems, partfcularly technfcal
ones, which tneyftably arfse during the course of a project,

Monitor-

fng actfyities can serve as an early warnfng system, tdentifying problems when they first appear so they can be dealt with through adaptfve researchJ

Adaptfve research personnel on a project, in turn,

need to have close links with research fnstftutions where they can draw
matertals and expertise on short notice as requfred,
Monftoring, eyaluatfon, and adaptive research acttvitfes tn a
project collectively provide an in-house capability of carrying out the
full range of FSR-type activtties,

Ideally some of the same research

personnel who would participate in the inftial stages of the FSR
before a formal project ts fnitfated

should be ayailable througiiout

A comroon example fs the sudden emergence of a disease 1ike rtce
blast tn the varfety Exefng extended fn a project area, Early detection
and solutton of such probleros fs crftfcaV to the conttnuing progress
of the project,
2
In the next chapter we strongly recommend that FSR be an fntegral
part of the project plannfng phase. Too often planners assume that
suftable improved technologfes are already available for farmers fn
tfie proposed project areas.

the life of the project,

These acttvities, collecttyely tn effect,

become the FSR component of the project,

Analysts, destgn, and test-

tng acttvtttes can tmprove the performance of extenston acttvtttes and
lay the basis for future extenston efforts tn the same area,
Monitoring, evaluation, and adapttve research acttvities of ongotng projects face some of the same methodological problems discussed
tn preceding secttons,

The problems are compltcated by dealtng wtth a

dynamtc sttuatton that should be progressing as projected.

Research-

ers must follow and understand current sttuations wtth a vtew to tmproving project performance, often through a sertes of measures designed
and tested on very short nottce,

In addttton, researchers, possibly

the same group of researchers, are often asked to antictpate effects
of changes and to tdentify future tmprovements that wtll matntatn or
build upon the current project through the next generation of projects,
These actiyities obytously make stgnificant demands for ftnanctal support and skilled personnel,

6.

INSTITUTIONAL LINKAGES

Desptte a growtng consensus on both the desfrabil ity of FSR programs and the need for a dfvtston of labor tn undertaktng them, several issues often adversely affect thetr fmplementatton.

This chapter

focuses on intra- and fnter^tnstftuttonal issues at the nattonal
level, including universities, research institutions, and agricultural
development agenctes.

It also examtnes current and prospectfve roles

of the regional/fnternattonal centers and DCIs fn supportfng FSR
actfyities at the nattonal level.
FSR has been applied fn relatiyely few areas of the Third World-with limited results,

Clearly major inputs of resources tn FSR programs

wi.ll be requfred for any hope of signtffcant tmpact on large numbers
of small farmers.

Giyen the holtstfc nature of FSR and the fact that much

of the work is location specific, to provide even cursory coverage of major
regions of the deyeloping world wfll requtre stgntficant resources.
Such resources are unlikely to be available from existing national
agrtcultural research programs, which tend to be poorly staffed and
under-financed,

The need for locatton spectfic research and the abil-

ity to command resources are key considerattons fn determinfng an
approprfate dfvfsfon of lahor among vartous research institutionsJ
Clearly national programs, including research tnstttutes and
uniyerstti.es in deyeloping countries, have a comparative advantage in
"downstream" FSR because they are closest to the local situations.
And, in theory, they have the most dtrect relationships wfth nattonal
instftutions charged wfth implementfng agricultural development
projects,

Regional and particularly international centers, on the other

hand, are best situated to mount "upstream" FSR programs, as their mandates
normally encompass large geographic areas, cutting across national
boundaries, with problems that provide a research focus for "upstream"

At tssue ts not only th& relationship of natfonal programs to
FSR, hut also the appropriate diviston of responsfb.il ities among
natfonal, regfonal, and fnternattonal centers across the enttre range
of agricultural research actfyttfes, These broader fssues are beyond
the scope of this study, For a useful dfscusston of agrfcultural
research in developing countrfes, see Moseman (1970),

FSR programs.

Regtonal and tnternattonal centers also tend to coMnand

the requtred financtal and personnel resources for "upstream" prograins.
Ftnally, regional and tnternattonal tnstttutes can play catalytic and
supporttng roles tn the development of "downstream" FSR programs at
the nattonal level,
6,1

PROBLEMS IN EXPANDING FSfl IN NATIONAL HESEARCH SYSTEMS
l

Despite the growtng recognttton of "downstream" FSR s value, few
FSR programs are yet in LDCs.

Several FSR-type activities in national

systems are special projects funded by donor agenctes, whtch, in many
cas.es, are not well tntegrated tnto the core acttvtties of nattonal
agricultural research instttuttons,

Prospects for successfully intro-

ducing FSR programs at tPie nattonal level are influenced by a complex
of intra-and inter-instttuttonal relationshtps involvtng nattonal
agricultural institutions and universtties, implementing agencies,
including ministries of agriculture, natural resources, and rural
deyelopment, planning departments, and funding agencies.
6,1,1

FSR and national agricultural research tnstttutions/uniyersities
National FSR programs are commonly and logically associated with

existtng agrtcultural research instttutions.

But some FSR acttvities

have not been readily accepted by such tnstituttons for the followtng
reasons:
01

Resource limitattons,

Nattonal agricultural research organi-

zations tn LDCs are generally thinly staffed, somettmes
include a high percentage of expatriates, are poorly supported,
and depend heayily on external donor agencies for asststance-often even for some recurrent expenses.

Such organtzations

often hesitate to tntttate FSR on their own account because
doing so diverts resources from resource^starved, on^gotng
national research acttvtttes,
(2\

Reluctance to change,

^ost sctenttsts at national tnsttu-

ttons have been trained and have experience tn dtsci.pl inary
and commodity research programs, so many have limited

understandtng and mixed feeltngs about fSR,

1

And research

tnstitutions usually are set up along disci.pltnary or commo^
dity lines, so incorporating FSR can create jurtsdtctional
problems and formidable obstacles to redefintng responsibiltttes.
C31

Self-sufftctency and professtonal image,

People in many

developtng countri.es restst looktng to outside regtonal or
tnternational tnstttutions for research results that can
be adapted to local sttuattons,

They may thtnk that "borrow-

tng technology" will relegate the tn-research establishments to permanent secondary or eyen tertiary status in the
hierarchy of agricultural research.
(4). Ti.me required to establish an effictent and credible FSR
program.

Even where existtng agricultural research institu-

ttons agree to tnttiate FSR-type activities, they may not
have the patience to allow them to become effective,

Re-

searchers charged with implementtng FSR programs characteristically have little or no experience in multidisciplinary
2
team efforts.

A FSR team gains experience and credibility

over time and through the continuity of staff.

Further,

linkages with planning, funding, and implementing institutions also take time to develop.^

TKe dtfftculties tnyolyed in mounting FSR-type acttvtttes tn
connectton with the Caqueza project tn Colombia tllustrate this problem CZandstra, Swanberg, et al., 1979).
2
The tntttal years of an FSR-type program tn Honduras i.nristrate
thts, problem, Despite a desire by researchers to work together, the
path- of least resistance was to reyert to traditional commodtty and
discipline oriented experiftents (J. Posner, personal communication, 1980).
3
For additional discussion of the efficiency and credibility of FSR,
see Chapter 4.

Among the crttical tngredtents for tntroductton of FSR into
nattonal agrfcultural research fnstftutions are both techni.cal and
social scfentfsts fn the tnstftutfon.

Then FSR-type actfvtttes mtght

sfmply evolve naturally, via collaborative efforts among researchers,
without a specfal new programj

If the agrfcultural research organfza-

tion has no social science researclx responsfbfl ttfes, special ad hoc
arrangements may be necessary to mount multidiscfplinary research
efforts,

Zandstra 0 9 7 8 } suggests that teams drawn from more than one

fnstftution can compltcate admtnistrattve Ifnes and place extra demands
on team coordinators,
Unfversitfes in the developing world may increasfngly be used for
FSR programs, as all the necessary disciplines are located in the same
tnstftutfon and more flexibflity may exist in usfng exfstfng research
2
resources.
In some countries, untversities and other training fnstttutions have few or no formal research responsibilittes, but staff
members frequently are interested and willfng to participate in special
undertakings, if external funding ts available.

Such involvement might

be dtrectly linked with FSR trafnfng activities as discussed in
Chapter 7,
On the negative sfde, FSR-type efforts in unfversfties may create
problems related to tenure and promoti.on, which tend to favor publications from research oriented along disctplfnary and academic Itnes.
And FSR-type programs tn universities may be difffcult to carry out on
a conttnuing basis and may not qualify for core budget support.
Colli.nson

suggests that both posittve and hegative strategies

might be used fn promoting FSR programs in LDCs.

the posftive

side, technical scientists may appreciate receiving informatton whtclx
farmers can provide, through FSR approaches, on research priorities
for speciffc target groups.

Extenston recommendati.ons can be reviewed

V h e FSR-type acttvities at the Insti.tute of Agrfcul tural Research
at Ahmadu Bello University fn Ntgerta evolved that way (Norman, 1973).
2
The Central Luzon State Unfversity project wtth Kansas State
Unfversity is an example of an FSR-type program located fn a untversfty,
Personal communication.

with a view to eltmtnattng components unacceptahle to farmers or to
modtfytng them.

On the negative si.de, the on-gotng research programs

can he crttically revtewed from a FSR perspecttve spectftcally focustng on tssues relevant locally and acceptahle to farmers,
6.1.2

Should separate fSR units he estahl i.shed?
As a general ohservation, we view fSR as a process that can be

tncorporated tnto extsttng research programs as a "philosophy" of
research or established as a separate admintstrative and substantive
unit wtthfn an agrtcultural research tnstttute.

It ts not necessary,

nor perhaps even destrable, in many instances, to have an administrattvely tndependent "farming systems research unit,"

Several agrtcul-

tural research institutes tn LDCs already have quasi-fSK activittes
that stmply evolved from collaborative projects among researchers,
Such an evolutionary process may be the m o s t effecttve way of promotfng FSR even if the actfvtty does not bear the FSR labelJ
such an evolution may not emerge in some sttuatfons.

Of course,

When agrtcultural

research actfviti.es and development polictes are not focused on the needs
of small farmers, FSR mtght take root only as part of a general reorientati.on and reorganization of the total research system.

In Guatemala,

FSR activities were tnttiated after a major reorganfzatton of the
national agrfcultural research system Cfumagalli and Waugh, 1977},
6.1.3

fSR and implementi.ng agencfes
Closely related to the problems of fntroductng fSR nattonally are

relationships between fSR programs and the various national and local
organizations charged with tmplementing rural development projects and
programs,

The followfng ohstacles may prevent the development of fSR

programs to serve local projects?

^We are grateful to Ryan (personal communfcatton) for thts pofnt,
which was made wfth specfftc reference to FSR-type actfvtttes in India,

0)

Conflfct wtth nattonal polfctes,

Natfonal polfctes jnay

support commercfal farmfng and the deyelopment of c a p f t a K
intensfve technologies.

FSR cannot thrfve wfthout a strong

commitment to rural development,
(_2] Bureaucratfc central ism.

Even where tFiere fs a commitment

at the top, as in India, FSR programs may be frustrated by the
non-responsfve government hureaucracfes that look on the
central ministry headquarters as the source of all wisdom
and directfon.

The organfzatfon of the agricultural develop-

ment effort raay already be so fragmented along regional,
commodity, dfscfpline, and functfonal lines that oppositfon
to FSR programs--to say nothfng of a reluctance to implement
results of FSR work fn a particular a r e a — m a y be great (Gupta,
n.d.),
(3)

Conflfct with authorittes in development projects.

Few parts

of the developing world are unscarred by development projects,
01d programs that failed often leave a residue of bitterness
and oppositfon among local residents to everything connected
wfth the goverrrment,

FSR teams gofng fnto areas with unpopu-

lar on-going projects are faced with the worst of both
worlds, opposftfon of local people and suspicions of implementing agencfes that do not wish to be discredited.

Yet on-

going projects often provide an opportunity for FSR to contribute by identffyfng changes fn recommended practices or
to provi.de evfdence needed to terminate the project.
6,1.4

FSR in relatipn to funding and plannfng agencies
National agricultural development banks and donor agencies are a

potentfal ally of FSR at the natfonal leyel,

They have procedures for

fdentffying, designfng, apprafsfng, monftorfng, and evaluating rural/
agrfcultural deyelopment projects,

They also iaaye polfcfes that

The often tragfc expertences in Bangladesh with various large
scale frrfgatton schemes durtng the 1960s are examples of situations
that mfght have been avofded by applying FSR (Thomas, 1972).

explicitly d.trect them to deyote an tncreastng sfiare of thetr resources
to asststtng rural areas and the poorest of the poor.

In many cases,

such agencies are acttv^ly seeking ways to tmprove thetr somewhat
medtocre performances since 1960,

Ways mtght be sougfit to incorporate

FSR acttvtttes tnto the tdentifytng, designing, monitoring and evaluati.ng acttvtttes of the agenctes,

However, some are staffed with vet-

erans of agricultural development who contend that FSR is too complicated, costly, and ttme-consuming to be useful tn preparing projectsj
Prepartng a project already ts an tnvolved process and FSR could become
another bottleneck, impeding efforts to "move" more resources to support
rural development,
FSR programs may ftnd an ally tn nattonal and regtonal planntng
agencies,

Planntng agenctes often are poorly staffed and not effec-

ttvely tntegrated into governmental dectston-maktng processes,

Yet

they often are given responstbility for vetttng development projects
and generally assesstng the merits of annual budgets.

That makes them

receptive to mechanisms that can tmprove project destgns and assist
them tn monitoring/evaluating on-going projects,

The FSR approach in

project destgn, monitoring and evaluattng might be promoted by planning
2
agencies.

To require all implementing agencies to use FSR in the

ftrst instance might only create serious bottlenecks, because the capactty to proyide such services is not likely to exist in most countries.
So a gradual and selective "imposition" of FSRis probably preferable.

3

In summary, a range of inter- and intra-institutional tssues at the
nattonal level bear directly on the feasibility of FSR programs,
l

Resolving the instituttonal issues is the key to FSR s future success,
Examples of success either of functioning FSR teams composed exclustvely
of nationals who are producing results or of successful development
efforts wtth the FSR approach as a major ingredient do not yet extst,
The success of Guatemala's functioning FSR-type program to date is

^See Sectton 4,4 for further discusston of the effictency issue,
2
3

ICTA ts thus tnvolyed wtth planntng agencies tn Guatemala,

See Secttons 5,4,1 and 5,4,2 for further discusston of FSR tn the
monitortng and evaluation of projects.

ltmtted.

Irontcally, the condtttons tfiat haye made fncreasfng numbers

of fnstttuttons look to FSR as a way to tmprove agricultural development in specific locattons mttigate against achfevfng a spectacular
Green Revolution-type of breakthrough for large areas that would giye
great fmpetus to the development and acceptance of FSR.

The spectacu-

lar breakthroughs that took place in the relatfvely few well-endowed
areas of the developing world—such as Punjab--are not 1ikely to be
repeated fn less favored areas where smaller fncremental changes are
roore Ifkely,

In additton, FSR fs by nature conservatfve because tt fs

ltnked to helpfng farmers in the context of existing farming systems.
6.2

FSR AT THE RE6I0NAL AND INTERNATIONAL CENTERS
The range of fnstftutional tssues confronting FSR programs at

regfonal and international levels fs as complex as those at the national
leyel.

But hetng relatively new and well funded gtves international

and regfonal centers several advantages over natfonal programs.

Also,

FSR at the IARCs has recently been strongly endorsed (Technical Adyisory
Commtttee, 1978),

Still FSR programs at the centers vary consfderably

fn scope and quality.
mented that;

One partfcipant-observer of the FSR scene comM

the 1978 TAC revfew reflected the professional chaos

over the subject (FSR); most centers dofng different things and none
dotng FSR as the Revtew Team deffned it

M

(eollinson, 1979a),

FSR programs at regional and international centers are dfstinguished b.y being "upstream" or "downstream" fn character,

FSR activt-

ties fn support of sharply defined commodity programs as tn IRRI and
CIMMYT tend to have more sharply focused research actfvttfes and fewer
methodologfcal problems,

Although FSR tnftfally examfnes the "total"

environment, the ratio of varfables to parameters is quite low, with
yariables Ifmtted to potential tmproyements in practices related to
target commodities,

Programs wfth a regional focus, on the other hand,

have many variables and correspondfngly more methodological problems,
Much farmfng systeros work at IITA and ICRISAT, for example, ts a
prerequtstte component to developing prototype solutfons that could
cut across dfsctpl tnary and sub-prograro lines,

The tendency for much

of the work at the Centers to be organized along dtsciplfnary Ifnes

is further reinforced by scientists' training and experience in research
organtzed along dtsciplinary or commodity lines»

Thetr backgrounds

and their need to remain viahle in thetr respective disctplines by
producing publishable research results mitigate agatnst chamje,
Crtttcs of "upstream" FSR programs contend that the acttvittes
are too academic, too removed from the real world, and the results are
unltkely to be used readfly tn nattonal programs, to say nothing of use by
farmers themselves.

Such attitudes undoubtedly contributed to termi-

nattng the "upstream" Farmtng Systems program at CIAT,

1

"Downstream"

programs, on the other hand, are tncreasingly perceived as useful,
parttcularly because of the poor record of improved practices introduced wtthout being screened vta "downstream" FSR programs,

Although

FSR is unlikely to generate Green Revolution-type advances, ft can
focus research on developtng practtces more acceptable to small farmers.
The orientation of the FSR programs at regfonal and fnternatfonal
centers has important fmpltcattons for national programs,

The "down-

stream" programs generally work dfrectly with nattonal programs whi.le
the "upstream" programs develop sub-program areas and Tnethodologtes
that might be adapted by nattonal programs to local conditions,
Often "downstream" acttvtties tn national programs are weak or
nonexfstent,

Regfonal and tnternational centers have sought to assist

in developing national FSR capabfltties through trafnfrig and technfcal
asststance,

The work of IRRI through the Astan Cropptng Systems Network

ts the most successful example,

While it fs generally agreed that

stronger nattonal FSR programs are desirable, opinions dtffer widely
over the roles that regtonal and tnternatfonal centers should play,
The key fssue ts the approprtate m u t u r e between asststance to national
programs tn the form of trafnfng and technical assistance, on the one
hand, and the productfon of research results on the other.

An fncreas-

tngly prevailing view fs that the two features are closely related tn
hoth jiiedtum- and long-term perspectives.

Strong national programs will

tmproye the qualfty of research at regtonal and tnternatfonal centers.
We further argue that strong nattonal programs are essential hoth to
define prohlems for "upstream" programs and to adapt prototype
]

See Appendix Al,5 for the htstory of FSR acttvities at CIAT,

solutions from "upstream" programs into local conditions.
Extensive involvement of the centers in promoting FSR programs at
the national level also has some problems.

IARC cooperative programs

with national institutions, for example, tend to favor regions/subregions where the conditions seem to fit the constraints and solutions
defined by a center's FSR program.

So IRRI tends to work in areas

where crop intensification offers the most promise, and ICRISAT tends
to work in areas where soil and water management at the watershed level
appear feasible.

In the short and medium run, FSR programs at the region-

al/international centers are likely to devote most of their efforts to
assisting in developing national FSR capacity and to developing FSR methodology around certain assumptions about the constraints.

They may also

provide services to the commodity improvement programs by testing the
technical and economic feasibility of certain innovations in a farming
systems context.

That is particularly true of the economics sub-programs,

which in the case of IITA often do more work for commodity improvement
programs than strictly within the Farming Systems Program.

As the FSR

programs mature, both at the IARCs and at national levels, a new set of
roles is likely to emerge.

The focus of FSR work should increasingly re-

flect the results of FSR at the national level.

Additionally, the FSR

program should increase inputs for determining research priorities of
IARC'§ crop improvement programs.

That is not currently the case.

commodity improvement programs often have proven records.

The

At best, many

scientists in the crop improvement programs look at the FSR program as a
service organization for them, certainly not as a source of ideas for
research priorities.

Finally, the crop improvement programs often tend

to have stronger links with national crop programs than FSR programs do.
6.3

POSSIBLE ROLES FOR DEVELOPED COUNTRY INSTITUTIONS
Agricultural research and training institutions*in the developed

world have had a profound impact on the character of national, regional,
and international agricultural research centers that serve the developing countries.

The basic agricultural research structure in developing

countries is largely the product of colonial inheritance, postindependence technical assistance programs, and donor-dominated

l

consortiums that govern the IARC s,

Nationals of deyeloped countries

conttnue to form a significant share of the agrtcultural research
staff tn the developtng world,

Third Korld agricultural sctenttsts

in most cases received thetr tratntng at deyeloped country tnstitutions CPCIsl,

Advanced-degree tratntng tn untverstttes tn the deyelop-

tng countrtes ts closely modeled after traintng programs tn various
high-income countrtes,
Desptte considerable accompltshments, agrtcultural research in the
DCIs has been critictzed because it tends to be ortented around tndtvi>
dual dtsciplines that are often geared toward refining technologtes
that are inappropriate for the ecologtcal condittons and resources
of most of the developing world,

further, DCIs have been a primary

source of a "top down" orientatton i;n the destgn and extenston of new
technologi.es,

In additton, DCIs are even more phystcally removed or

tsolated than the IARCs from the vartous local sttuattons that are the
ulttmate foct of FSR.

With some notable exceptions—GERDAT in France,

for example, the primary clients of DCIs are the aqricultural communities of the countrtes where the tnstitutions are located.

Yet the DCIs

possess resources and influence that can be of considerable assistance
tn developing FSR, as illustrated by the following examples;
(_!} DCIs are likely to conttnue to be major sources of techntcal
assistance and tratntng tn support of agrtcultural research
in developing countries,

Incorporating FSR perspectives in

their efforts might enhance thetr effectiveness,

A small

but growing number of technical scienttsts and social sctentists at DCIs have had FSR experience and are among its
most active proponents.
C21

FSR may provtde an effecttye means of defining or focusing
research on energy conservatton and environmental qualtty,
which became tmportant tssues during the 1970s tn the
deyeloped countries CCastle, 1977],,

Spectftcally, :FSR may

provtde a framework- tn whtch different disctplines can relate
to one another and tnteract with farmers? whtle destgning and
testing improved practices with such tssues tn mtnd.

DCIs may assist national, regional, and international agricultural centers with the development of FSR methodology.
For DCIs serying areas with large numbers of small farmers—
as is true for parts of the U , S . ~ F S R offers a way to assist
more effectively in rural development and "domestic" agricul
ture.

7,

TRAINING IN FSR

A inajor problem tnyolyed tn establ tsfitng farmtng systems research
programs ts the lack of agrtcultural sctenttsts and soctal sctenttsts
wfth FSR trafning or experfence,

Few agrtcultural or soctal scienttsts

have any experience with interdisciplinary research or more than a
superfictal understanding "of the terminology and methodology of other
dtscfplfnes,

If FSR programs are to grow and be effective, they must

be staffed by individuals wfth trafntng and experfence tn FSR, whfch is
largely unobtainable outstde of exfstfng FSR programs,
M

We believe that the trafntng needs for downstream" FSR programs
can most effectively be met through fntensiye non-degree courses in
areas where participants are expected to work--or at least in an
area with similar farming systems,

Although participants tn FSR

acttvtttes should have at least a ffrst degree fn some agrfculturerelated discipline, a separate degree program in FSR ts not required,
At the same time first degree programs in specfffc dfsctplfnes mfght
be modfffed to include courses and research methodology for students interested in FSR as a career.

Let us examine the requirements for FSR train-

ing and then training in FSR in relation to degree and non-degree programs.
7,1

REQUIREMENTS FOR FSR TRAINING
Few adyocates of FSR argne that FSR fs a separate and dfstinct

fteld, partfcularly at fts present stage of development,

At the leyel

of the national program, FSR fs a methodology for more systematicany
tdentffyfng constrafnts and desfgning and testing improved strategfes
tn yarious locations.

The task of developing the component parts of a

new technological package can be addressed by traini.ng fn the tradftional dfscfplines,

In addftton, although there are certafn core dfs-

ciplfnes i.nyolved tn FSR, one or more of a wfde range. of disctpltnes
may be required tn partfcular situatfons,

Participants tn FSR pro-

grams should bring substantfye competence in at least one dtsctpltne,
and tfie tnterdiscfpl fnary dfmenston sfiould tnyolve a team wfth experttse fn the requisfte dfscfplfnes,

Thfi FSR approach ts not stmply a

collectfon of indivfduals worktng fn tKetr own ffelds of specfalfzatton

hut a team that works together to produce a common product--improved
strategies suited to specific situations,
The objectives of training programs in FSR should be;

first, to

help participants understand the basic features of the farming systems
in the areas were they will work; second, to instill a sense of multidisciplinary understanding and tolerance; and third, to encourage participants to work creatively and efficiently with farmers and extension
workers.

These objectives can best be met by haying participants carry

out FSR in the field under the direction of trainers with FSR experience.
Field experience can be supplemented by lectures on such subjects as
experimental design for farm trials and budgeting.

We believe an intensive

course of at least two weeks duration is necessary for the team to gain
experience in working together.

7.2

FSR TRAINING AS A PART OF DEGREE PROGRAMS

Few universities now provide training in FSR as part of first or
graduate degree programs.

But several U.S. land grant institutions are

seriously considering modifying training programs to better suit students interested in FSR.

The nature of F S R , namely its locational

specificity and the need to modify methodologies to suit local conditions, strongly favors training on location—in the developing world
for students seeking careers in agricultural development there, for
example.

But currently few training institutions in the developing

world offer programs specifically related to FSR in the context of
regular degree programs,
The historical evolution of formal degree training in agriculture
has involved increased specialization.
haye experience with FSR,

A l s o , few university professors

So it is difficult to advise students seek-

ing careers in FSR and to find the necessary expertise to teach courses
and to direct research in farming systems,
The growing number of institutions of higher learning in agriculture concerned with how to train students for careers in FSR seem to
agree on the following issues:
01

Competence in an existing discipline is required,

Thus

training for careers in FSR should take place within degree

programs of the existing dtsci.pltnes.

fSR ts not a separate

dtsctpltne,
C2)

Stnce interactton among dfsctplines ts a key feature of FSR,
graduate students, tn partfcular, sh.ould he conversant and
sensttfve to the bastc concepts, termfnology, and methodology of the core dtscfpltnes tnvolved fn fSR,

That mtght he

accompltshed fn one or two survey courses covertng all the
dtscfplfnes fnvolved,
C3)

Identffying problems fs a key fngredfent of fSR,

Students

should be ahle to dfagnose a variety of sttuatfons and enterprtse combtnations—annual crops, perennfals, multiple cropping in tts yarfous forms, Ifyestoclc, and non-farm activities—
fn close cooperatfon wfth colleagues tn other dfsctplfnes,
A spectal course may he requfred to handle the methodology
to deal wfth yarfous enterprise comhinatfons,

Such a course

should fnclude ffeld research by students workfng together
tn small interdtsctplfnary groups applyfng the fSK approach,
C4)

Students wtth an interest fn fSR should be made aware of the
heterogenefty of farmfng systems throughout the world,
Seyeral tnstituttons already offer courses that expose students to the saltent features of the prtncipal types of
farmtng systems tn the world.

Such courses might he slightly

modtfied to form a sequence with a course on fSR methodology,
(5)

The most important "modiftcation" in existtng degree programs
for students seeking careers in FSR is to gatn field experience
tn FSR, possibly through thests or dtssertation research,
However, that approach faces two problems;
(a)

The research should be carried out by a team, a common
product should he produced, and the product must be
somehow disaggregated to satfsfy the thesfs or disserta^
tion requfrements of indtvfdual team members,

Cb)

The dtrectfon of an FSR projectfor students requires
a team of faculty supervfsors from vartous tnvolved
dtscfplines who are famflfar wftFi the approach. and
w t n t n g and ahle to work closely together,

In some cases research at national, regional, and international
agricultural research institutions in the deyeloping world can form
part of a degree program for individual students; most of the international centers have such arrangements with nearby schools of agriculture,

Additionally, students pursuing degrees at institutions in

developed countries also have carrted out dissertatton research at
tnternational centers in FSK related areas,

Both Cornell and Kansas

State Universities have been involved tn cooperatiye training programs with CIMMYT in Mexico, under which groups of masters and doctoral
students from various: disciplines have spent time at CIMMYT working
together as a team, although FSR was not the specific focus,
arrangements can significantly enrich training expertences.

Such
However, an

FSR experience at an international center still requires a supervisor in the
degree granting institution who understands and appreciates FSR.
may be difficult to arrange.

And that

In addition, a fair amount of training or re-

search direction of students by scientists in FSR programs at international
centers is "upstream" and oriented along traditional disciplinary lines.
7.3

NON-DEGREE TRAINING PROGRAMS IN FSR
Training in FSR is still largely confined to non dngree programs

a t n a t i o n a l , regional, and international agricultural research institutions, where students can carry out research under the direction of
scientists in the FSR or Cropping Systems Programs.
CIMMYT has recently initiated a three-month, FSR-type training
program specifically for economists.

Participants receive instruc-

tion and gain experience by using applied economic methodologies to
analyze specific farming systems.

Particular attention is given to

sensitizing economists to the bi.ological aspects of crop production.
Technological improvements in maize and wheat productton are emphasized,
and policy issues also are considered,

Activities tnclude field work,

semtnars, and independent work in collecting and analyzing tnformatton
on exi;sti;ng farming systems, deyeloping research and testing plans,
on-farm experimentation, maize/wheat breedtng and agronomy, and such
poltcy issues as organization of agricultural research and pricing/
marketing policies (CIMMYT, 1979),

Among the "upstream" FSR programs, the tratnfng acttyttfes at
IRRI are probably best deyeloped (Techntcal Advtsory Commtttee, 19781,
ViTtually all IARC's have tratntng programs of vartous types tnvolving
personnel from the farming systeiis or cropping systems- programs tn
these tnstftuttons.

However, much of the training is on an tndividual

basts or ortented toward such specific sub-program areas as sofls or
economics,

It fs expected that inore FSR-type courses will be offered

as the FSR programs in these tnstftutfons develop.
A select number of natfonal research instttuttons fn the developtng world also are mounttng trafnfng programs tn FSR.

These are pri-

martly destgned to serve the fnstftuttons involved; that ts, trafning
as a prelude to actual FSR acttviti.es in the fteld,

Thefr programs are

particularly yaluable tn thfs respect because FSR is fatrly locationspecfftc.

The general model at the nattonal level must be adapted

to the needs and realities of specffic regtonal sttuattons,
ICTA fn Guatemala puts both production and new social science
staff members through a one year fn-servfce trainfng program that combines field expertence in FSR wtth classes in specific research techntques, fncluding statistical analysfs,

Teams of partfcfpants going

through the sequence of FSR activttfes analyze actual farming systems
and design and test improyed crop and livestock practices.

Indtvfdual

thesfs work in connection wtth an advanced degree ts part of the partfcipants' programsJ

^Hildebrand (personal communicatton)

8.
8.1

CONCLUSIONS

CURRENT STATUS AND POTENTIAL OF FSR
In FSR the farm is viewed fn a comprehensfye manner and con-

straints fn the farmfng systems, research prforftfes, and strategies
for fmprovement are evaluated fn terms of the whole farming system,
The objective of "upstream" FSR is to develop prototype solutions,
primarily through experfment statfon work, in order to overcome general constrafnts fn the zone fn whfch the upstream research is being
conducted.

"Downstream" FSR fs more applied, and includes the farmer

in the research process.

"Downstream" FSR includes the selective use

of avaflable fnformation ("body of knowledge" in Figure 2) in the process of designing practices or recommendations which are suited to a
speciffc local situation.
Thfs review of FSR activities, by focusing primarily on "downstream"
programs, concentrates on how FSR can help generate technology appropriate to small farmers.

The revfew does not give adequate attentfon

to marketing, rural small scale industry, or to national policies
and structural barrfers to more effective participation of small
farmers in the developmental process.

The shortcomings and omissions

stem partially from FSR's newness in many countries, especially in
some national research systems.
We think a compelling case can be made for incorporating FSR
in both desfgn of rural development efforts and fn determining research
priorttfes in commodity and discipline programs.

FSR explicitly

recognizes farmer goals and seeks to include community and societal
goals.

The use of multidisciplinary teams of researchers facilitates

the fnteractfon of technical and socio-economic perspectives, which complements, rather than overrtdes, the wfsdom and experfence of farmers
and extenston workers,

A1though current FSR actiyfttes focus prfmarly

on the range of technical solutions to fmproving agrfcultural productfyfty—particularly with reference to crops, increasing attention is
gfyen to such nontechnical factors as input and output markets and
macro polfcfes,

Finally. FSR can complement and strengthen commodtty

disciplinary research programs by fncreasing thefr relevance and effectiveness.

Despite the theoretical attractiveness of FSR, it will take time,
resources, and improved understanding of the whole process before FSR
is operating on a broad scale.

In short, FSR is relatively young and

is likely to undergo considerable refinement in the years ahead.
8.2

CONCERNS ABOUT FSR
We have three major concerns about FSR.

The first is the possi-

ble incompatibility of private and societal interests.

When FSR re-

sponds to the short-term needs of farming families, societal interests
need to be considered.

But that is likely to be particularly difficult

because it calls for predicting what might happen in the future.

Never-

theless, ignoring the broader macro and societal interests could have
an irreversible, deleterious impact in the long run, such as reducing
ecological stability, increasing income inequalities, etc.

Second,

because the evolutionary character of "downstream" FSR is not likely to
generate the spectacular changes exemplified in the Green Revolution,
it may be difficult to secure the funding required to sustain FSR--especially at the national level--over time.

Third, and perhaps most

important, FSR may not be given ample opportunity to prove itself.
FSR is rapidly gaining acceptance, particularly with the donor agencies, which are encouraging its adoption by national research organizations.
a panacea.

Expectations are running high.

FSR is regarded by some as

But FSR clearly is not a panacea for solving all the pro-

blems facing small farmers.

The hope is that sufficient progress

can be made to sustain FSR's credibility while it grows, in the face
of inevitable disappointments.

8.3

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Most of the methodological and implementation issues discussed

in this review can be directly translated into an agenda of action for
proponents of FSR.

On the methodological side, the cost effective-

ness of FSR will not be resolved until more information has been generated on its costs and benefits in different ecological zones.

Meth-

odology needs to be developed for effectively incorporating livestock

systems and societal, environmental, and distributional

impacts.

The interaction between "upstream" and "downstream" programs is
likely to become increasingly critical in the future, as further
improvement in agricultural productivity in certain areas will require major changes in farming systems.
Ultimately, FSR will be judged less by the "correctness" of
its methodology than by how much it contributes to rural and agricultural development.

Operational linkages are needed between FSR

activities and the entire range of agricultural research, development planning, and program implementation.
We view FSR as a process, not a structure that should be established as a separate unit in an agricultural research institution
or development project.

However, major changes in the structure

and orientation of rural development efforts—research, planning,
and imp!ementation — m a y be required in order to make effective use
of FSR in integrated rural development projects.
We started our review

by discussing how FSR came into being

in response to shortcomings of commodity and disciplinary research
programs.

Where FSR is going is more difficult to predict.

Will it

prove to be a means by which small farmers can be helped in the future?

Or will it be a passing fad too difficult and too demanding in

personnel and in time and costs?

We think FSR can make a modest but

significant contribution to improving the lives of small farmers in
the Third World.
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTES

CIMMYT (CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE MEJORAMIENTO DE MAIZ Y TRIGO),
MEXICO CITY, D. F. M X I C O

Al.1.1

Basic orieritation

The basic structure of the Center consists of two crop improvement programs (maize and wheat), the Economics Program, and assorted
supporting services including laboratory services, experiment station
management, and information and statistical services.

f

CIMMYT s man-

date restricts its focus to maize, wheat, triticale, and barley.
often is omitted from discussions of farming systems research.

It
However,

all three continents of the Third World have active, longstanding
CIMMYT programs.

In these cooperative programs CIMMYT has been very

concerned with the use of research results, which has led them into
a variation of FSR.
CIMMYT found that despite early success in gaining farmer acceptance of improved practices in selected areas, particularly in the
better endowed regions of the developing world, and despite major
differences in yields between traditional practices and CIMMYTdeveloped or "improved" practices, the vast majority of farmers were
not accepting most of the CIMMYT recommendations.

This fact led to the

initiation in 1972 of a series of adoption studies involving the
Economics Program in cooperation with regional CIMMYT staff and professional staff from several national institutions.

The studies re-

vealed that, although size of farm appeared to be related to rates of
adoption, by far the most important factor was the extent to which
the recommended practices suited the specific environments or farming
systems of farmers (CIMMYT, 1976).
The need for technologies better adapted to specific environments
led to the initiation of a second effort in 19.75 involving ex ante
identification of the requirements for new technologi.es by assessing
existing situations, which is basically "downstream" FSR in nature.
The CIMMYT's work in developing technologies, according to
Winkelmann and Moscardi (1979), has the following basic orientation:

0)

It concentrates on researcfi with. near-term application
rather than basic or exploratory research,

[2]

It provides for collaboration among biological and soctal
scienttsts and economists throughout the enttre research
process,

(3)

It focuses on formulattng technologtes for a stngle crop or
a stngle crop as part of a mtxture rather than fuTKscale
farmtng systems research t

C4l

It formulates useful, but not necessarfly "optimal," technologtes.

Addfttonally, vfrtually all of C I M M Y V s work fn this area ts in
the target areas, usually as part of nattonal or regfonal cooperattve
crop improvement programs.

This fs fn marked contrast wfth other IARCs,

much of whose research on farming or cropping-systems programs ts
carried out at the research statton,
AU.2

Program components

Wtnkelmann and Moscardf 0 9 7 9 ) pofnt out that CItJWYT*s efforts
to develop suitable technologies constst of four major steps or components:
01

Identifying relevant farmers, including:
Ca)

Grouping environments with simi.lar ecologi.es "to tnsure
that the crop or mfxture fn question reacts tn roughly
the same way and confronts roughly the same challenges,"

CbJ

Characteriztng the environments tn terms of fnformatton
that may be tmportant to agrfcultural policy Ce,g, s area
tn the crop, productton, number of farmers, dfstrfbution
of farm sfze, relattve tmportance of the crop, exportable
surplus).

These steps involve analyzfng secondary data

but considertng "researchers

1

fmpresstons of the poten-

ti.al for improving technologtes,"

The objectiyes are

to delfneate enyfronments and "to permtt a ftrst rough
orderfng of the enyfronments to fft natfonal goals,"
C21

Identtfytng farmers

1

ctrcumstances , which consists of:

(a)

Two sets of activtties;

exploratory survey w o r k —

dfscussfons witfi farroers, merchants ? extensfon personn e l — a n d observfng productfon practices, marketing conditfons, and fmportant competing actfvftfes,

The

results of thts survey work, combfned wi.th an analysts
of secondary data and the knowledge of the researchers
(wfio are often restdents of the countryj» are used to
develop "tentative recommendation domains (i.e,, sets
of farmers whose natural and economic circumstances
are sufficiently sfmilar that a gfven technology wfll
be relevant to each farmer within a set)."
(b)

Formal survey work based on questionnaires focusing on
tssues critical to farmers, including non-farm activities
that affect the crop or mixture under study,

These

surveys help to identify characterfstics of the farmer
group, including their perceptions of major problems
related to the crop or mixture under study.

The survey

results often identify major or glaring policy implications, such as the absence of an operational input
delivery system, or major constraints to expanded production of the crop in question.
Organizing experfments.

The survey results are used to

identify constraints on expanding production,

When solutions

are not available, the results orient research station work
to produce needed solutions.
On-farm experiments,

On-farm trials are used to test the

"best-bet" strategies based on the survey work.

Together

farmers and the research team evaluate the performance of the
trials at each critical stage to assess the adequacy of each
strategy.

As problems develop, they are referred to the

experiment statton for further analysis.

Three types of on-

farm trials are used-:
(a)

Yes^no trials are generally factorial designs intended
to assess major effects and fnteractfons of crttfcal
limiting factors.
used:

Two leyels of inputs are normally

the current farmer-practice level and a signifi-

cantly higher input level.

(b)

How-much trials help determine leyels "at wh.i;ch incoiiieseeking, rtsk.-avert.tng farmers mtgEit want to use fnputs
or practtces detected as Itmftfng tn the yes-no trfals.
Because evtdence suggests tFiat farmers tend to make
only a few changes at a time, attentton fs focused on
three or more factors wfth the highest payoffs."
Nonexperimental factors are set to match those of the
representatfye farmers,

(c) Verfffcatfon trfals on more sftes take place after
strategtes have been modfffed to satfsfy farmers and
researchers,

At the end of the trfals, formal recommen-

dations are made and extended to farmers,
The process does not end with formulattng recommendations,

Durtng

tFie campaign to extend the recommended practfces, results conttnue to
b.e evaluated wfth a view to improving existing strategfes and identffytng the next generation of fnnovattons.
Al.1,3

Observations

CIMMYT's farming systems research activities are unique in many
respects,

They grow from the Center's rather narrow commodtty focus

and tts experfence in many countrfes over the past ten years fn designfng improyed technologies for the commodities.

The acttvftfes are an

integral part of cooperatfve programs for developfng approprfate technologies for specific countries and regfons,

Research statfon experi-

ments are Ifmited, with most emphasis on on-farm trials relating directly
to maize or wheat and crop mfxtures of those commoditfes, which are
treated as variables.

Eyerything else is treated essentially as para-

meters or gtyens,
CIMMYT recently i.nfttated a series of trafnfng programs that focus
on FSR-type acttvfties for economists,

The trainfng manual ts perhaps

th.e most detafled descrtptton of the FSR approach currently ayailable
(CIMMYT, Economtcs Program, 1979; 1980),

Illustrations of the FSR

approach. also have been published by the CIMMYT Economtcs Program in
East Afrfca CCIMMYT, 1977 and 1975-1,

Al.2

ICRISAT CINTERNATIONAL CROPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR THE SEMIARID TROPICS), HYDERABAD, INDIA
A discussion of farming systems research activities at ICRISAT

should i.nclude both the Farmfng Systems Program and the Economfcs
Program.

The Economics Program has its own research- program in addi-

tfon to servfng the Farming Systems Program and the various ICRISAT
crop improvement programs, whfch deal with groundnuts, pulses, mfllet,
and sorghum,
Al.2.1

Basic orientati.on

The program objecti.ve of the farmfng Systems Program is to
"develop technology for fmproving land and water management systems"
and "to contribute to raising the economic status and quality of life
for people in the semi-arid tropics CSAT} by developing farming systems
that increase and stabilize agricultural output" CTechnical Advisory
Committee, 1978, Annex 4 , p, 3),

The specific goal of the Economics

Program is to fdentify socioeconomic and other constraints to agricultural development in the SAT and evaluate other ways to alleviate them
via technological and institutfonal changes ClCRISAT, 1977).
Although the objectfves of the two programs are quite complementary, their respectjve modus operandi contain important differences
beyond the obvious differences in disciplinary approaches.

The Farm-

ing Systems Program has an "upstream" orientation and views water as
the most Ifmitfng factor to production, and soil erosfon as a serious
problem.

In rainfed agriculture "the watershed (catchment) is the logi-

cal unit for investigating the optimum development and management of
water and soil resources" CKrantz, 1979, p. 4),

The resulting research

strategy is;
01

To fnyestfgate sfngle productfon components tn depth and to
inyestigate them fn a holfsttc manner in systems research
on a operational scale,

(2)„ To investfgate and test hypotheses and to develop approaches
and methodologfes with wide appltcation for use by natfonal
programs, and to taflor the research findings to the specific
conditions of the SAT CKrantz, 1979, p, 51,

The FSR program

has ernphastzed study of btol ogtcal and physical processes
tnvolyed tn farmtng systems rather than study of actual farra
practices, as information on the basic processes is not locatton spectftc (Technical Adytsory Commtttee, 19781,

Much

of the research of the Farmfng Systems Program fn tfte past,
consequently, has consisted of component research along somewhat tradftfonal dfscfplfnary Ifnes and focused on testtng
vartous hypotheses,

Sfnce 1976 the FSR program has become

progressfvely more fnvolved fn cooperatiye programs with
vartous nattonal agrfculture research fnstftutfons fn Africa
and the sub^continent, and more recently emphasi.s has fncreased
on multfdfsctplfnary on-farm studtes,
In contrast, the Economi.cs Program work, whfch fs raore "downstream",
does not fnvolve specific assuraptions about constrafnts, but allows
them to eraerge frora village level studfes,

In addttton, the Economics

Prograra conducts a range of studfes on the economics of vartous tmprove^
raent measures tn cooperation wfth the Farmtng Systems Program and the
vartous crop improvement programs,
Al,2,2

Program coraponents

The Economics Prograra consists of two niajor sub-programs, Production Economics and Marketing Econoraics,

Productton economics includes

comprehensiye benchmark surveys, which have been underway in Indta for
four years and raore recently fn West Africa,

The benchmark surveys

coyer a broad range of farm and household activitfes including croppfng
patterns, labor, draft, anfraal and machinery utflfzatton, household
transactions, prtces and wages, risk attitudes, diet, and health,
Although the investfgattons are prtraartly to collect soctoeconomic data,
agrobiological data on cropptng patterns, fncfdence of diseases, etc,
are also tncluded,

The agrolitologtcal data collectton and analysts

are carried out fn cooperatton with agricultural sctenttsts frora the
Farraing Systeras Prograra and the varfous crops iraproyement programs
CICRISAT, 1 0 7 7 ^
The Farming Systeras Program has ffve coraponents:
01

Research tn sub-program areas,

(2)

Operational scale, watershed-based, resource-utiltzation
research.

C3)

Cooperative research with national and regional organizations.

(4)

Training programs.

(5)

Extension and implementation through national programs.

To date most of the work has been in the first two program areas,
(sub-program areas and watershed-based, resource-util i.zation research).
The eight sub-program areas are agroclimatology, hydrology, environmental physics, soil fertility and chemistry, farm power and equipm e n t , land and water management, cropping systems and agronomy, and
weed science (Kampen, 1979a},
The watershed-based, resource-utilization research has consisted
of simulating land and water mangement techniques on site at ICRTSAT,
Alternative cropping systems are superimposed, and a distinction is
made between improved and tradition levels of management (i.e., technologies),

Thus, the station's watersheds are operation-scale "pilot

plants where the integrated effect of alternative farming systems can
be monitored" (Technical Advisory Committee, 1978, Annex 4 , p, 13).
Specific subjects of investigation include contour bunding, the broad
bed and furrow system as opposed to the flat system, and effects of soil
management practices on run-off and erosion.
At noted earlier, cooperative research with various national agricultural institutions and on-farm research has been increasingly
emphasized in recent years.

It is anticipated that the on-farm studies

in West Africa will involve close collaboration between social and
technical scientists of the Economics and Farming Systems Programs and
may well result in modifying research priorities in the Farming Systems
Program in the future.

The on-farm research focuses on adapting techno-

logies to local conditions by identifying constraints and the design of
i
village and farmer-level organizations (Kampen, 1979a),
Some of the results of the FSR program to date include-;

develop-

ment of prototype systems of improved crop and soil management that use
available moisture more effectively, reduce erosion, and manage weeds

^Also personal communication.

year round.

In addition, the program has effectively adapted tool

carriers as animal-drawn precision equipment for use in the improved
systems (Kampen, 1979a).
Al.2.3

Observations
The FSR program was one of the initial research thrusts that

facilitated linkages with commodity improvement programs.

In con-

trast, the FSR activities at other international centers began in
response to problems with acceptance and performance of new technologies (IRRI, CIMMYT) or simply as a depository of a range of noncommodity-specific activities (IITA).

The lack of basic information

and the need to develop appropriate methodologies in the first instance led to initial concentration on component research in the
various sub-program areas.

Further, socioeconomic research was as-

signed to a separate Economics Program.

Thus, research activities

seemed to be divided along disciplinary lines.

Technical scientists

in FSR developed data bases, methodologies, component technologies, and
(later) model systems of improved soil and water management.

The work

was largely confined to the research station and in some instances
rested upon somewhat heroic assumptions about the problems and feasibly improvements for the range of farming systems found in the semiarid tropics.

In contrast, initial years of ICRISAT's village level

studies were essentially confined to collecting data and analyzing
existing farming systems with no significant linkages to adapting
and testing technology.
It can be argued that these approaches constituted an essential
prerequisite to mounting more integrated FSR activities in subsequent
years.

The early years probably had two effects:

lack of technology

adaptation efforts connected with the village studies, on the one
hand, and development of component technologies and improved systems
of soil and crop management which may not be easily adaptable to many
SAT farming systems, on the other.

Some erosion-control and water-

utilization practices of the improved systems of watershed management
developed by the FSR Program require collective farmer participation,
which some workers feel is unrealistic in many parts of the seraiarid regions.

In recent years research seems to haye spread across program and
dtsctpltnary ltnes,

Technology destgn and testing fs now part of

village leyel studies (Binswanger and Ryan, 1979),

And on-farm

studi.es haye been initfated by the FSR Program in cooperation wtth the
Economics Program.

Research efforts also seem to be less sharply

focused on improyed sotl and water management practtces tn watershed
uni.ts, whfle attention has expanded on other constrafnts and approaches
that grow from analyses of extstfng farmtng systems—partfcularly for
the on-farm studies planned for the West African regton where jotnt
particfpation of the Economics Program and the FSR Program is envtsaged,
Thus the trend is toward developfng a more integrated set of FSR
activittes tnyolvfng both "upstream" and "downstream" features.
Al.3

IRRI (INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE), LOS BANOS, PHILIPPINES

Al.3.1

Basic orientatton

IRRI refers to tts work on multtple cropping and intercroppfng as
cropping systems rather than farming systems research,

The focus is

on rice cropping systems and how to tntensify cultivation and use
resources more efffcfently on small, rfce-productng farms,

Since land

ts lijnited and yields per hectare per crop have reached upper limits
in East and South Asia, IRRI focuses its research on increasing multiple
cropptng both of ri.ce, and rice in combinatton with, or in sequence
with, other crops including grain legumes, sorghum, and mung beans.
A major component of IRRI's program has been fostering national
programs to carry out cropping systems research in their respective
countries/regtons.

In 1974 thfs cooperatiye effort was formalized at

the regional level and the Astan Cropping Systems Network (ACSN) was
created to Ifnk the nattonal programs with IRRI, which facflitates
developraent of cropptng systems methodology and communicates research
needs and results.

Thus, IRRI's Cropping Systems Program (.CSP) includes

i.raportant "upstream" and "downstream" features that are closely li.nked,

Al.3,2

Program comporierits

The CSP has ftve primary components:

envtronmental descrtptton,

cropptng-pattern design, cropping-pattern testtng, component technology,
and preproductfon testfng ClRRr, 1 9 7 8 ^

Those ftye components are

practfced fn some form Exy hoth tFie CSP at IRRI and by those who partfcipate fn the ACSN through varfous nattonal programs,
01

Envfronmental descrfptfon.

The CSP ts based strongly on the

premfse that much can be learned by understandfng existing
farming practtces,

So the objecttve of the enyironmental

descriptfon fs "to identtfy more accurately the relatfon of
physfcal and socfoeconomfc enyfronmental varfables to cropping pattern performances and to use this information in
developing multfple cropping technology" (Technfcal Adyisory
Committee, 1978, Annex 5 , p, 5),

The envtronmental descrfp-

tion fncludes sfte selection, physical description, and economfc descriptfon.
four crfteria:

Sfte selectfon in Indonesia involves

the target area must be identified by the

government as a prtorfty agrfcultural zone, be representative of a large agro-climatfc zone, be of a type where existing technology can be applied wfth slight modifications to
increase yfelds and cropping fntensity, and must either have
marketing and infrastructfonal facflitfes or have them fn
the process of being deyeloped (Cropping Systems Worktng
Group, 1979).

Systematfc procedures are also applied to select-

fng specific vtllages fn target areas.

Thefr environmental

descriptfons call for collecting and analyzing existing data
on cropping patterns, population, rainfall, animal traction,
and use of purchased inputs-^to fnsure tPiat the sftes are
"typical" of the target area t

Considerable tnformation on

the target area is collected and analyzed before the detailed
site tnyestfgatton begins,
(2)

Croppfng systeras design,

A systemattc analysis of the agro-

econorafc profile data provtdes the basis for the tnitial
desfgn of an "fmproved" cropping system,
at IRRI have been;

Specfftc concerns

establishing planting dates by rainfall

probability; ustng a crop simulation model to best fit
cropping patterns with soi.1 and climatic data; and using various
measures and experiments to determine the feasibility of
intensification measures,

The last includes the influences

of crop duration on rice yields» reduction in tillage between
crops, use of old seedlings, and yteld loss to tnsects tn dry^
seeded rice ClRRX, 1978),
C3)

Cropping systems testing.

The resulting "improved" cropptnq

systems are field tested.

Under the CSP more than 80 percent

(one of the highest percentages of any of the IARCs) of the
testing activities are conducted "off-site".

Selected sites

in the Philipptnes, supervised by IRRI, are used to test a
variety of combinations of specific practices and crops.
Only the most promising cropping systems are field tested
under farm conditions and farmer management,
(4)

Component technology.

The analysis of existing situations

or results of field testing may suggest additional research
on specific issues when the readily available technology is
not closely suited to existing conditions or further adapta^
tion is needed.

At IRRI component technology research now

focuses on the following areas:

weeds in dryland crops

planted after rice; effect of crop rotation on weed growth;
rice stubhle management and cowpea insects; establishment of
corn after rice; soybeans after wet-land rice; and variety
testing for cropping systems.

Some- of the research areas

represent problems identified during field fnvestigations in
various national cropping systems programs (IRRI, 1 9 7 8 L
C5)

Preproduction testing/implementation.

Modifications fn crop-

ping which are successfully tested may then be used in pilot
production programs,

TRRI has

successfully--through

i;ts Kabsaka and Kasatfnlu programs--introduced double
cropping of rice fn the Philippines.

Developfng and testfng

cropping systems requires close contact with extension
service personnel who assume an increasing role in the pilot
production stage,

The objectiye i,s to determine the sutta-

bilfty of specific recommended practices over a broader

geographic area than emerged froiri the des.ign and testing
stages (IRRI, 1978),
In Indonesia, Cropping Systems Research teams jnaintain contact
with extension programs to compare, design and test results.

When

new problems emerge, tftey are subjected to the sequence of procedures
outlined:

enyironmental description, cropping system desi.gn, cropping

system testing, component research, and preproduction testing (Cropping
Systems Working Group, 19.79),
Much of IRRI's CSP work is carried out by or in collaboration
with individual members of ACSN.

The network now consists of 25

locattons in seven countries throughout South and Southeast Asia.
ACSN objectives are:
(1)

"To provide a mechanism for joint programs between the
national programs of the region and IRRI.

(.2) To provide a series of data points on the Asian climatic
grid for determining cropping systems potential in major
zones of the region,
(3)

To develop cropping systems technology for the major ricegrowing regions in Asia.

(4)

To enable IRRI to extend relevant methodology and technology
into national programs.

(5)

To provide a mechanism for long-term upgradfng of national
efforts."

(Technical Advisory Committee 1978, Annex 5. p. 7)

Test sites characteristically include two or more villages with
several farmer cooperators at each site,
are used to collect farm records,
in the cropping-pattern trials.

"Economic" farmer cooperators

"Agronomic" cooperators are involved
Component technology may also be

tested on farmer fields at the research sites (Technical Advisory
Committee, 1978).
IRRI also ts involved in an ex post eyaluation of improyed rice
technologi.es in response to major yfeld differences between experiment
stati.on and farmers' fields in many parts of South and East Asia,

The

results so far suggest that the varieties recommended and assocfated
agronomic practices often are not well adapted to existing farming
systems and that needed inputs such as credit and fertflizer are diffi>
cult to obtain (IRRI, 1977 and 1979),

Al.3.3

Qbservattons

The cropptng systems research. at IRRI, together with the activi.^
ties of the ACSN, encompass a range of "upstream" and "downstrearo"
FSR -type activtties that are well Itnked to one another and to the
crop troproyement research on rfce.

l

IRRI s relattve "success" tn this

area appears to stem from the program being tn extstence many y e a r s —
although the current focus on intensifying rice cropping systems and
involvtng several disctpltnes dates from 1974.

Perhaps more signifi-

cantly, the relative sfmtlartttes of the farmtng systems fn the South
and East Asfa regions and the narrow coraroodity focus facilitated sharpentng the CSP research program to a degree not found at other instttutes.
And the natfonal research establishments tn the region tend to be
staffed hetter than institutions fn other regfons of the Thtrd World
and thus have more capactty for meantngful participation tn an ACSNtype arrangement.
On the other hand, I R R T s sharp commodity focus—and consequently
its fatlure, in designing improved technologies, to consider a broader
range of factors that influence farming systems of the region--may also
contrfbute the signiffcant yield dtfferences that are the -subject of
ex post investigations now in progress (IRRI, 1977],

The coroprehensive

nature of the analysis of extsttng systems, which forros part of the
actfvttfes of the ACSN, suggests that the deffciency ts being reroedied,
Al.4

IITA CINTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE), IBADAN
NIGERIA

Al.4.1

Basic orfentatton

IITA now has the largest and possthly the raost complex set of FSR
actfvities of any of the fnternattonal centers,

The Farraing Systeras

Program was created tn 1972 to fntegrate on-going research that did not
relate to specfffc cojnmodtties, fncludfng such fi.elds as agricultural
econoratcs, sotl science, agronoray? nematology and mtcrob.iol ogy ? and
agroclfmatology (Techntcal Adyisory Coramtttee, 1978),

IITA' s Annual Report for 1978 descrtbed tfie prtroary focus of the
Farmtng Systems Program as

, , developfng meth.ods of crop management

and land use sufted to the humfd and sub-humtd tropfcs whfch wtll
enable more efficfent and sustafned production of food crops to be
technfcally and economtcally feastble fn these zones" Q i T A , 19794,
p. 651.
Thfi research. program fs prilnartly concerned wfth deyelopfng
improved practfces dfrectly affectfng food crops fn the process; the
program tnteracts with. three crop fmproyement programs—xereals, roots/
tubers, and grain legumes.

However, the interrelationships are con-

stdered between the food crops, on one hand, and Ifyestock and perennial
crops, on the other ClITA, 1979a),

l

IITA s farraing Systeras program now

fs essentfally "upstreara",
Al.4.2

Prograra coraponents
1

IITA s Farnring Systeras Prograra has five components (JITA, 1979a):
0)

Regional analysfs fnvolving analysis of farming systems of
the regfon to fdentify potentials and constrafnts on production,

(2\

Cropping systeras involying developraent of iraproved cropping
practfces and alternatiye systeras of crop management.

C31

Land management involvtng developraent of improved methods
for land clearing and soil manageraent,

C4)

Energy raanagement fnvolving development of impleraents and
raethods to relieye energy constraints to crop production and
processfng,

C.5] Technology eyaluation inyolyfng deyeloptng, testfng, and
eyaluating improyed practfces and systems,
To date, raost of IITA's Farmfng Systems work has been on-sfte at
IITA tn the dertved Sayanna zone of West Afrfca,

Increastng emphasis

ts now befng placed on research carrfed out at the Onne Station, with
tts high rainfall and acid sotls.

As research. deyelops tn various

suh-program areas and disciplines, the Farraing Systems Program fs
approachfng the tfroe when ft will work tncreasfngly with national
programs fn fntegratfng research findings into existtng methods of

crop production and land management.

Some of the major accpmplish-

ments: of the farmfng Systems Program to date haye heen ClTTA, 1979b);
0)

Analyses of fnfluence of sofls, clfmate, and changingpopulation pressures on productivity and management of agriculture resources.

C2)

Speciffcation of crop adaptahility related to weather, sofl,
and hydrologfcal factors.

C3)

Identfficatfon of crop rotations, mixtures, and cover crops
that more fully exploit the environment while roafntaining
or increasing soil fertility,

(_4) Adaptation of zero and roinfmum-ttnage technfques to minimize soil erosion and maintain soil fertility under medfumto-1arge-scale mechanization.
(5)

Development and improyeroent of agricultural tools and iroplements relevant to peasant farmfng fn tropfcal Afrfca»

A1.4.3

Observations

Because of the wfde array of constraints in the hurofd and suhhurofd tropfcs and because IITA has prfmary or secondary responsfhility
for virtually all the major annual food crops fn the region, FSR is
"upstream" in orientation and broad in scope relative to FSR at other
IARCs,
The FSR program at IITA has had difficulty in achieving overall
coherence, partly because of the dfverse nature and large number of
research problems.

The program will have difficulty producing extend-

ahle result-s with a large iropact in the short run,

Much of the research

is rather basic, requiring effective national research programs with
"downstream" FSR components to refine and adapt the ffndfngs to local
conditions throughout the region,

Most of tropical Africa, however,

has few national research organizatfons capable of assumfng this role,
Consequently, the aroount of off-site work to date has heen so lijnited
that many of IITA's results remain untested,

In the future, ft is

understood that IITA wfll place more emphasis on farm-level studies
and offsfte testfng (Technical Advisory Committee, 1 9 7 8 L

Al.5

CIAT (CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL}, CALI,
COLOMBIA
CIAT's Smal 1-Farm-Systeins Program was established fn 1973 to

carry out the following activfties;
(.1) Analyze family farmfng systems by studying a number of prototype systems,
(2)

Synthesize prototype farmfng systems, then test fnsights
derived on both a component basis and a system basis,

(31

Design improved technology by specifying cultural practices,
species mixes, levels of inputs, etc., to be tested on
experiment stations. or on family farms, for potential introduction in rural areas,

(4)

Validate the process by demonstrating that farm families in
relevant areas achieved objectfves by using the technology
selected, and that natfonal agencies adopted the process as
a tool to help them achieve their goals.

(5)

Implement the process by national agencies in collaboration
with CIAT.

(6)

Evaluate via methodology to be developed, in order to assess
impact of new technology on human welfare (Technical Advisory
Committee, 1978).

CIAT's Small-Farm-Systems program was terminated in 1975 for four
reasons,

It was too ambitious; it overemphasized both formal systems

methodology and computer modeling; its focus was more that of a rural
development program than of farming systems; . . . and CIAT's geographical area is so diverse in ecological, institutional, economic, and
social conditions that budget limitations precluded any widely relevant
in-depth study of whole farm systems on small farms (Technical Advisory
Committee, 1978),
A1,5.1

Current orientation

Sfnce 1975 CIAT's research has been organfzed around selected
commodfties;

cassava, beans. and improved pasture for poor soils in

the tropical regions of Latfn Amerfca, wfth secondary programs carried

out tn cooperation with CIMMYT and IRRI, respecttyely, for maize and
rice,
Termination of the Small-Farm-Systems Program was accompanted hy
creation of a Special Studies Untt and an Agrtcultural Productton
Systems Coordination Group to ensure that technology produced by commodity programs is relevant to small farmers (Technical Advisory Committee, 1978),

Further, CIAT has looked to cooperatfon with national

programs to perform the location-specific research necessary to adapt
technology to local condftions and provide feedback to be used in
tdenttfying research priorities.
Cl;AT's approach fnvolves deyelopfng suitable technologies to bring
new lands into productfon as well as to increase yields on areas now
in production,

The Pasture Program, involving beef cattle, follows the

"new lands" strategy with speciftc reference to infertile, acid-soil
savannas, which include the Llanos of Colombia and Cerrado of Brazil.
The commodity programs for beans, cassava, maize, and rice focus on
increastng productiyity of lands under cultivation with these crops
CTechnical Advtsory Committee, 1978),
A1,5,2

Program components

Since 1975, "farming systems" work has been carried out in each of
the three major commodity programs Cpasture, cassava, and beans)
inyolving the following elements:
(1)

Work with selected cropping associations involving CIAT commodities to insure that new technology developed at CIAT will
be applicable tn this common type of production system of
special significance to small farmers,

(2)

On-farm surveys to determine the nature of production systems
and factors 1fmiting production of CIAT commodities in
selected regions, while developing methodology that can be
used by local instttutions in other areas.

C3)

Conaborati.on with national programs in on-farm testing of
promtsing new production technology to insure that ft fs
valid under real farm conditions,

t4)

Ex ante analys&s on new CIAT production technology to insure
that it is econoraically viable for farms of various sizes and
under different input/output market situattons,

C5). Ex post studies on the adoption of new production technology
to determine rate of adoption, dtstribution of beneftts of
such adoption, and reasons for nonadoption,
C6l

Constant effort in all programs to mininiize the need for
purchased inputs in the new productton technology being
developed CTechnical Advisory Committee, 1978),

The studies of existing farming systems are multidisctplinary, with
economists playing a leading role,

In addition, field investigations

focus on commodities included in CIAT's mandate, including mixtures
of those crops,
CIMMYT's work,

In thts sense there are similarities between CIAT and
But the similarity appears to end there.

The economic

analysis of new technologies, for exaraple, is concentrated on influencing research directions among biological scientists in the respective
commodtty programs CSanders and Lynam, 19801.

Similarly, farm surveys

are advocated as an input into determining research priorities (Sanders
and Schwartz, 1980),

Thus CIAT's programs are essentially "upstream",

The Pasture Program utilizes the FSK approach in strategy planning.
In 1977, CIAT initiated the Beef Production Systems evaluation project,
which involves monitoring farms representing different technology levels
with respect to natural resources, applied management, physical inputs,
production, animal health, and economic considerations.

The project

is being carried out by the Animal \Management and Economics Sections
tn cooperation with national research instituttons in the Cerrado of
Brazil and the Llanos of Colombia (CIAT, 1978).
A1.5.3

Qbservations

A key difficulty tn organizing farming systems research at CIAT
appears to be that there i.s no stngle constraint or commodity dominating farming systems i.n the geographic region of responsibil ity--such
as water i.n the case of ICRISAT or rice in the case of IRRI.

Given the

heterogeneous nature of the Latin American tropics, prime reliance must
be placed on a network of national programs, drawing upon innovations

from CIAT's commodity programs, as appropriate, to design agricultural development strategies for specific areas.

There are coopera-

tive programs with selected national research institutions in al1
the commodity programs.

A2.
A2.1

REGIONAL INSTITUHONS

CATIE (CENTRO AGRONOMICO TROPICAL DE INVESTIGACION Y ENSENANZA),
TURRIALBA, COSTA RICA

A2.1.1

Basic orfentatton

CATIE servtng the Central Amerfcan regfon has one project ? Production Systems for Small Farmers, which uses an essentially "downstream"
FSR approachJ

Two related projects deal with soils and general agri-

cultural fnformatfon and provide selected supporting seryices to the
Production Systems for Small Farms Project (Technical Advisory Committee, 1978).
The objective of the Production Systems Project is to study and
quantify the interactfon between crops now cultivated by small farmers
(either as monocultures, polycultures, or both) and the environment
(Technical Advfsory Committee, 1978).

In cooperation with natfonal

agricultural research establishments in the Central American region,
CATIE attempts to generate reliable, persistent, and flexible alternative technologies by conservatively managing limited natural resources
that will improve productivity of the resources of the small farm systems, thereby contributing to the socioeconomic well-being of the small
farmer and benefitinq society as a whole (Moreno and Saunders, 1978).

A

major emphasis is adoption of research results from other institutions
(national and internatfonal centers) to meet specific local conditions-thus the phrase "development-oriented agricultural research" (Navarro,
1979).

Attention is also given to improved practices developed and

used by farmers in the same or similar areas.
In 1973, CATIE initfated work on p.roductfon systejns for small
farmers with efforts to deyelop a suitable methodology for field investigatfons (CATIE, 1978),

The outreach phase of the project began in

1975 with the followi.ng objectiyes (Navarro, 1979):

^Formerly titled the Small Farmers Cropping Systems Project.
2

Navarro (personal communfcation).

0)

To develop, tn tnteractton with nattonal researcFi tnstituttons of the dtfferent countrtes, methodologtes or strategtes for cropptng systems research at the small farm level,

(2)

To deyelop appropriate alternatiyes for improving present
cropptng systems tn terms of tncome, productton, use of labor,
and nutrition of small farmers in spectftc areas.

In 1979 the project entered a second phase in which acti.vtties
were extended to include animal productton systems and mixed (crop and
livestock) systems.

In addttion CATIE ts now involved in developing

methodologi.es for extrapolating the results among areas and studying
proper ways to transfer the results to farmers (Navarro, 1979),

In

thts regard, CATIE staff have carried out detailed case studies extending over a whole year of production systems of individual farmers, and have
developed conceptual frameworks for analyzing small farming systems
(Hart, 1979a, b and c).
A2.1.2

Program components

The basic features of the project include:

working directly with

farmers and extensfon agents, and "participation and interaction of
seyeral dtsci.plfnes in a team" (Navarro, 1979, p. 5),
CATIE now is worktng in all six countries of the Central American
Isthmus, but for a variety of reasons most activity is in Costa Rica,
E1 Salvador, and Honduras.

CATIE posts one agronomist fn each country

to coordinate ;work in that country.

A pool of specialists based at

the headquarters in Turrialba are drawn upon for short visits.
The field work consists of four stages as follows:
(1)

The descriptive stage, tncluding selectfon of the area to
be studied on the basis of national priorities and potential
for tmprovement, and a study of the actual farming system(s)
of the area wtth a yfew to determfning the 'Yeal constraints
of farmers and the type of technological changes required to
overcome thero" (Navarro, 1979, p, 10),

(21

The desfgn and testfng stage ? which includes exploratory
experiroents, yariety trials, and systems management studies,
and serves as a basis for developing alternatfves and

evaluating more "obvious" changes in the extsting farming
system.

The results of the exploratory expertments proyide

the basis for designing alternattves that are then tested
at the farm level.

Depending on the nature of the problem,

further work at the experiment station may be necessary
(Navarro, 1979).
(3)

The validation stage in which promising alternatives, which
emerge from the second stage, are compared with the existing
system under farm management.

(4)

The extension stage in which "successful" technologi.es are
formally extended to farmers, possibly in the context of a
development program and involving the extension service
(Navarro, 1979),

CATIE has mounted training programs focusing on farming systems
research concepts and methods encompassing both "upstream" and "downstream" featuresJ
A2.1.3

Observations

In the course of implementing its work program, CATIE has encountered a number of "problems" or issues which are discussed by Navarro
(1979):
(1)

The work tends to be very site specific, making it difficult tc
extrapolate results to other areas.

As a regional organiza-

tion, CATIE is interested in developing methodologies to
facilitate such extrapolation.

Yet the farming systems may

be sufficiently diverse as to defy meaningful or at least
operational generalization.
(.2) Related to the prob.lem of extrapolation, the existing procedures. tend to be more costly and time consuming, especially
considering the more or less continuous appltcation of the
procedures in all inhabited ecosystems in the region»

'A published text used for training, which grew from CATIE research,
ts Hart (1979c),

Obviously, there wtll be economies once the initial descriptive data have been collected and experienced teams. are in
operation in each area,
C3)

The site-specific nature of the work and th.e 1 imitation of
time and resources that can be deyoted to a particular phase
of activity in a specific area often mean that the results,
in terms of hard data, may be less "scientific" than desired.
The professional staff members involved may feel that they are
being forced to compromise the standards of their specific disciplines in the interests of producing results rapidly.

Work-

ing together as a multidisciplinary team also means that the
techniques used by any single discipline must be comprehensible to other team members,
Finally, CATIE staff must depend on staffs of national institutions to carry out much of the work, which may or may not meet its
own standards.

Most of the CATIE staff is based at headquarters in

Costa Rica and often must travel some distance to work sites in other
countries.
consequence.

Exploratory trials and farm level tests may suffer as a

A3.
A3.1

NATIOWAL FARMINS SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

ICTA (TNSTITUTO DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGIA AGRICOLASl, GUATEMALA,
C.A,
ICTA was created as an autonomous agency in Guatemala in 1973 as

the

expression of an effort "to correct the deficiencies of the

TTiain

traditional research system, which had not provided sufficient, appropriate technology to increase production of basic grains . , ,"
(Hi.ldebrand, 1976, p. I),

1

In general, it was felt that the develop-

ment of technology was not effectively linked to a systematic identification of the farmers' problems on the one hand and testing and
eyaluation of possible solutions under actual farming conditions on
the other,

The lack of operational linkages with on-farm conditions

in technology development resulted in low acceptarice of new practices
by traditional farmers.

A specific target group of ICTA was small

farmers who form the majority of the population and who generally
participated in the national economy only in a peripheral manner
(Hildebrand, 1979c),
A3,1,1

Basic orientation

In 1973, ICTA deyeloped an "Agricultural System" for designing
and testing technologies for small farmers,

Initially, its major com-

ponents, as described by Hildebrand (1976), included:
0)

Description and analysis of the traditional farmer with an
orientation toward an understanding of factors that have
prevented his benefiting from modern technology.

(2)

Adaptive research to generate new technology appropriate to
hira,

(3}

Farm testing and proraotion to assure, early in the process,
that the technology being developed is satisfactory frora
f

target-group farraers
1

point of view,

Preyiously, agricultural research had been the responsibility of
the General Seryices section of the Ministry of Agricultufe (furaagalli
and Waugh, 1977),

(.4) Evaluation of the technology,
A3,1,2

Program components

Oyer the years, the Agricultural System has heen modified with a
yiew to improying efficiency and effectiveness,

The Institute now

uses what it calls the sondeo or sounding out inethod to carry out the
inittal survey work,

By means of an tntensiye team effort, usually

involvtng ftve social scientists and ftve technicians of various
disctpltnes oyer a six to ten day period, the sondeo method seeks to:
(1)

Identify the major famring system in an area and its geographtc distrtbutton,

(2)

Discoyer common agro-socio-econoraic conditions facing farmers
in the system,

(_3) Proyide an orientation for the initial work on designing
an appropriate technology for this system through farm trials
(Hildebrand, 1979c),
An additional benefit of the method is to acquaint members of
the team with farmers in the area, and with each other.

It is

important that each team raember comes to appreciate the activities of
all other team members eyen though they represent different disciplines,
and that all think of producing a single product on a team basis, namely,
an improved package of practices for farmers tn the area who apply
tPie selected system (Hildebrand, 1979c),
The specific acttvities involved in sondeo include:
0)

Unstructured interviewing of farmers, leaders, etc, by pairs
of team members, one social scientist and one agricultural
technician.

(2\

Discussions involying the entire ten person team between each
set of tnterviews,

C3)

Preparation of a stngle team report, which includes an overyiew of the principal characteristics of the existing farming
system and recommendations for the future work of ICTA tn
the area CHildebrand ? 1979c) t

Given the limited time and the importance placed on group interactton, no effort ts raade to colTect and analyze "hard data" yia the

sondeo.

Howeyer, nearly all the crtttcal tnformation necessary to

orient the design and testtng acttytttes can be ohtatned by the sondeo
method, espectally where some or all team memhers haye prevtous sondeo
expertence,

More detatled information or "hard data" for eyaluatton ts

collected later via farm records.

Parttctpating farmers are tdenti-

fted tn the course of the sondeo CHtldehrand, 1979h],
Generattng new technology suited to the area tnvolves selectively
drawtng upon available research results from on-going research tn ICTA
and other tnstttutions, tncluding regional and internattonal centers,
Technology development and testtng by ICTA technicians includes trtal
work at three leyels:
0)

Controlled trtals on the research statton and a few farms-carried out by the commodity program and organized along
commodity lines,

C2)_

Replicated technical trfals under the directton of the
"Technology Testtng Team" on many more farms "as a way of
extendtng the exposure of the materials and practices throughout the zone," (Hildebrand, 1978),

(3)

Nonreplicated, agro-economic trials, on large plots, of the
most promising technologies emerging from the preceding
trials (Hildebrand, 1978),

In a fourth level of evaluation, called Farmer's Tests, the farmers
become the primary evaluators.

Materials or practices that appear

appropriate to the technicians from the ahove screening process are
provided to a sttll larger number of target farmers for their evaluation,
The technician proyides only supervision and technical asststance.
farmer pays all costs and proytdes all labor,

The

Farmers' opinions and

comparatiye results are obtained by the technicians while the crop is
heing producedj hut the prtncipal eyaluation is made the following
crop year,

An "acceptahiltty index" measures the farmers

f

evaluatton

Thts preltminary estimate of the farmers' evaluatton is used to
estfmate demand for components, such as improved seed, which must he
produced or supplied tn fncreased quantttttes the next year,

based on their use of the technology tested the previous y e a r J

Obvious-

ly, the extensive involvement of farmers in the testing process leaves
2
no clear line between on-the-farm testing and promotion activities.
The activities provide some built-in evaluation procedures, including maintenance of farm records collected by the farmers.

Farmers

are given sheets on which they are to record information about their
farm activities during a particular period.

Technicians periodically

collect the sheets and review them with the farmers.

At the end of the

farming season, the data are analyzed and a report is prepared for ICTA.
An additional report is prepared for each farmer (Hildebrand, 1979c).
Data generated by the farm records project allow ICTA to evaluate
changes in farmer activities over time stemming from the introduction
of the new technology.

The ultimate test of a technology is the extent

to which the practices are incorporated into the farmers' farming
systems (Hildebrand, 1976).
A3.1.3

Observations

A number of features of the ICTA experience are of particular
interest.
(1)

The FSR approach grew from a reorganization of the agricultural research system to serve small farmers more effectively.

(2)

ICTA is one of the few programs where farmers participate in
keeping farm records.

The approach is most effective where

a fairly high degree of literacy in the official language
prevails but it may require more frequent visits by technicians.

Farm records might well provide an effective subject

focus for rural literacy programs in areas of low literacy.
(3)

The experiences of ICTA illustrate that for all its theoretical advantages, multidisciplinary team work is difficult.
ICTA has focused on the need to produce a single product

Hence, this index measures active acceptability as opposed to
passive opinions, which may or may not reflect action when cropping
decisions are made.
Hildebrand (personal communication).

in the form of a team report and on technology adyocated by
a multidisci.pl inary team of scfenttsts.
(4)

FSR enhances the role of the soctal scienttst vis-a-vis the
technician tn the destgn of technology, as the social scientist is an equal rather than stmply an accountant performing
simple cost and return calculations,

Yet Hildebrand (1978)

comments that some techntctans at ICTA have found the enlarged
role of social sctenttsts difftcult to accept,
The experiences of ICTA underline the fact that FSR is unlikely to
produce rapid breakthroughs that can serve large regions,

Rather, FSR

is a continuing process of improving agricultural producttyity in an
evolutionary fashion area by area,
A3 ? 2

ISRA (INSTITUT SENEGALAIS DE LA RECHERCHE AGRICOLE), DAKAR, SENEGAL
Although most of the publicity about farming systems research in

recent years has centered on activities of international agricultural
research centers such as IRRI, ICRISAT, and IITA, and selected national
programs in Central America and Asia, one of the oldest farming systems
research programs in the Third World is in Senegal, in the form of the
Unites Experimentales of ISRA t
Historically, agricultural research activities in most of Africa
have concentrated on export crops and have been organized along disciplinary and commodity lines.

Although this research achieved some

successes for export crop producers, it failed to generate food-crop
technology for Africa's growing population,
A3 t 2,l

Basic orientation

The early 1960s were regarded as a particularly poor period for
Senegalese agriculture,

Although part of the problem stemmed from

government marketing and price poltcies, attention was also directed to
the relatively poor performance of the extension effort in introducing
"improved technologies."

Questions were raised about the validity of

the innovations and the effectiveness of the crop-by-crop focus of
extension efforts,

It was recognized that the transformation of

agrtculture mtght requfre modfficattons tn farm organfzatton fn additfon to maktng new techniques avatlahle (ISRA, 1977),
The primary goal of the Unftes Expertmentales fs land fmproyement
to tntenstfy agricultural productton through practfces desfgned to
tmproye productfon and farmer fncomes whfle preservfng and fmprovfng
land or sofl Cthe hastc resource).

However, recommended practices

must not he stmply technically "correct," but also acceptable to
farmers,

Thus the desfgn of fmproved systems or practfces must take

tnto account the existtng systems of productfon and the constratnts
facing farmers.

Finally, the packages of recommended practices must be

proved through tests under farm condttfons before being formally incorporated fn large scale schemes,

It fs bastcally a "downstream" pro-

gram (ISRA, 1977),
A3.2.2

Program components

The work of the Unites Experimentales consists of two major activities:

creation and diffusion.

Creation of new technologies involves

three stages:
(1)

Analytical studies including traditional studies of plants,
soils, and the various technical factors of production, along
with socioeconomic studies of existing farming and marketing
systems.

(2)

Experimentatton with simple combinations of factors and
establishing reference norms for fertilizer, equipment, etc,,
that could be used in defining simple combinations of crops,
equipment, and factor combinations for each zone and ecological sub-region.

(3)

Synthesis of research on existtng and possihle tmproved
systems and elaboration of proposed farming systems specifically
desfgned for each ecologfcal zone,

Stages (1) and (2) are generally carrfed out by researchers of
dffferent disci.pl ines working separately,

Synthests of existing and

tmproyed systems i.nvolves tnterdfsctpl inary teams (ISRA, 1977),

The

dfffusfon activtttes fnclude testing the proposed system under farm
conditions, inttially under the dfrection of researchers and tnvolving

a few receptive farmers.

Later, duririg the demonstration and pre-

extension phases of testing, the trials are managed by many farmers on
a large scale.

Finally, techniques or sets of practices that success-

fully pass through the aboye sequence are transferred to farmers by
the extension system ClSRA, 19771,
A3,2,3

Observations

Three features of the Unites Experimentales approach to farming
systems research deserve special mentfon:
0)

The idea that a true understanding of the dynamics of the
existing farming system can only be obtained when the system is
confronted with technical change.

The experimental method in

essence consists of introducing to farmers an improved technological package that permits monitoring how effective it is in
transcending the constraints (Elliott, 1977),
C2)

Researchers first use the more receptive farmers for initial
trials to ensure close cooperation and the most favorable
test of the proposed package*s feasibility, instead of testing
the package with a group that is representative of the target
population tElllott, 1977),

Such selection of farmers,

besides facilitating the researcher's job, uses farmers who
are representative of the farmers of tomorrow,

Subsequent

trials involve many more farmersJ
C3)

The innovations are proposed as a package that farmers are
encouraged to accept in total,

Based on an inventory of

farmers' resources and knowledge, the farmers are divided
initially into three groups—those for whom a maximum package
is appropriate, those for whom the minimum package is appropriate, and those for whom neither package is appropriate.
In practice, farmers tend to ignore the interrelationships
and adopt only the speeific practices that appear to best
suit their individual needs, particularly so with soil

V a y e Cpersonal communication),

conservation measures.

Because results of the work of

Unites Experimentales have yet to be adopted on a large
scale by farmers, it is too soon to expect major progress.
Until recently the work of the Unites Experimentales
was confined to a limited area, but an extension of FSR-type
activities to other parts is understood to be in progress.
A3.2.4

Reorganization of ISRA
Recently, the Government of Senegal with the assistance of

the International Agricultural Development Service (IADS), a U.S.
based agency funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, and the World
Bank completed an extensive review of agricultural research in Senegal.

The IADS/Bank report recommended that the existing agricul-

tural research system be expanded and improved through development
of a six year decentralized research program designed to achieve the
following objectives:
1)

Strengthen national research capabilities through developing a more efficient organization and supporting services
for ISRA headquarters and providing operating costs for
the national research program.

2)

Create and support six national multidisciplinary teams
conducting research on the basic food crops (millet, sorghum, maize, rice, cowpeas, vegetables and groundnuts)
and on new production systems being developed for irrigated
agriculture.

3)

Expand, improve and support four farming system research
programs:

1) Fanaye for the Senegal River Valley, 2) Bam-

bey for the Central Groundnut Basin, 3) Kaolack for the
Southern Groundnut Basin and 4) Djibelor for the Casamance
Region.
4)

Expand, improve and. support two livestock sysiems research
programs at Dahra and Kolda.

5)

Assist in staffing and financing the Economics and Sociology
Department at ISRA headquarters and in providing economists
and sociologists for the five farming systems teams.

6)

Provide overseas post-graduate training for Senegalese
research workers.

Execution of the decentralized research program proposed by the
IADS/Bank reports will be the responsibility of ISRA, with the responsibility for research management lying with each appropriate department head in ISRA headquarters and with the coordinator of each of
the multidiscipl inary -itomov
A3.3

*

ICA (INSTITUTO C0L0MBIAN0 AGROPECUARIO) BOGOTA, COLOMBIA:

THE

CAQUEZA RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
A3.3.1

Basic orientation
Although a FSR-type approach is associated with a broad range

of ICA research programs today, the origins of these activities can
be traced to the Caqueza Rural Development Program.

The close associa-

tion between the FSR activities and a development project is in many
respects unique among FSR-type programs.

The integration of research

activities and action programs was designed to facilitate orientation
of the former toward the needs of small farmers in the project area
and to enhance the effectiveness of the action programs (Zandstra,
Swanberg, et al., 1979).
The Caqueza project was one of several integrated rural development projects initiated in Colombia in the early 1970s.

Pre-

viously, research and development efforts had been heavily oriented
toward large scale commercial agriculture, and experimentation was
undertaken primarily on research stations or large farms and focused
on adapting modern, high-input technologies for monocultures.

ICA, with

assistance from the International Development Research Center of Canada,
initiated a substantial on-farm research program among small farmers
in the Caqueza project with the following objectives (Zandstra, Swanberg, et al., 1979, p. 9):
(1)

Develop and prove a strategy to transfer technical, economic,
and social knowledge to small farmers that would promote
their active participation in such matters as use of credit
and purchased inputs, sale of their products, and better social conditions.

(2)

Use this strategy to bring about hfgher crop and anfjnal
yfelds, improved economic returns, and better family living
in the project area.

(3)

Establish a system whereby farmers of the project area
assumed increasfng responsfbilfty for executing and expand»
ing the fntroduced strategy by their own fnftfative,

(4)

Measure changes fn the community, includfng fncome, that
resulted from the project,

A3,3,2

Program components

The Caqueza project encompassed the entire range of actfvitfes
from adaptive research through extensfon,

In addftion, various support

activities such as credit, marketing, and tnput delivery were provided
by tnstitutions involved fn the project,

The tmportant feature is the

evoluttonary process that produced the FSR-type approach to developing,
designing, testing, and promottng improved practices.
The extenston and promotion acttvities were initiated as the
project began in 1971,

Farmers were mobtlized and extension demon-

strattons were laid out based on available recommendations for the crops
grown in the area.

Baseltne studtes were undertaken to determine the

technical, social, and economtc features of the extsting farming systems,

After one season, tt was realized that many of the recommenda-

ttons were not suitable for the area,

In general, the farming systems

involved a complex of intercropping arrangements, while the recommendations were sole-crop oriented.
Agronomic trials were used the next season wtth the objecttve
of modifying recommendations for local conditions,

A sertes of special

studies undertaken on the adaptfye hehavtor of farmers suggested that
the cost of credit and tts low availabiltty was a major constraint to
expanding production,

Unreltahle prtces and marketing arrangements

also were tdentifted as problems,
Attentton turned to ways to improve credit avatlahfltty and
marketing arrangements, but those measures fatled to tmprove adoptton
rates stgntficantly,

Research then was intensified on adaptive

hehavfor of farmers and extension acttvfties were continued,

Agronomic

trtals off farmers fields were curtailed as the technical elements of
the recommendations had been suitably modified, hut on-farm trials and
demonstrations continued,
The studies and experience of the project revealed that a major
barrier to adoption was that cash losses under recomniended practices
would be significantly increased by a total or partial crop failure,
To deal with the rislc element, the project offered participating farmers purchased inputs on credit.

Farmers in turn would agree to repay

to the bank half of the production of the specific crop in excess of
specified minimum yields,

Thus the risk of additional losses to a farm-

er from crop failure associated with using improved practices was
shared with the credit agency,

Although a number of farmers partici-

pated in that plan, they tended to put poorer lands under the scheme
and to divert a portion of the output so as to avoid repayments to
the credit agency (Zandstra, Swanberg, et al., 1979).
A3.3.3

Observations

While the Caqueza project still has to prove itself in the sense
of facilitating a significant improvement in livelihoods of large numbers of farming families in the region, the experiences of the project
have demonstrated the desirability and feasibility of the FSR approach
as an integral part of development projects—to identify constraints
to expanded agricultural production and to design and test improvements
that address the constraints,

The sequence of activities in Caqueza

ideally might have involved identifying the appropriate strategy, including the improved practices and required supporting services like
credit and marketing facilities, before initiating the promotion program.
The experience also illustrated the need for a reorientation of agricultural research to focus more on the realities of existtng farming
systems of small holders.

Since the inittation of the project,

research activities of ICA have been reorganized along commodity and
regtonal lines to serve development projects, and discipline oriented
research has been reduced,
Although the initial focus of the adaptive research in the Caqueza
project was on the technical package, attention soon shifted to

nontechnical factors—notably credit and marketfng—tn response to
low adoptfon rates and results of researcK on the exfstfng farmfng
systems,

In constrast to other FSR-type programs, which focus on the

technfcal side, efforts were made to design and activate improvements
that addressed nontechnical problem areas,

That requfred Ifnkages

wfth credit and plannfng agencfes which had responsibilities in these
areas.

B.

FARM MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

Many features of FSR are reminiscent of farm roanagement research
as it was practiced during the early part of the century (Hodges,
J

Elliot and Grimes, 1930),
which ^ e

In coi '
becom<

' '

current farra management
economists, farm manage-

ment initially was raultidtsctplinary and Tooked at the enttre range of
factors involved tn running a farming enterprise,

The subjects covered

in Warren's classic text on farm manageraent tnclude farm accounts,
soil types, an array of agronomtc constderations, and dtscussions on
conventional production factors—land, labor, and capital CWarren,
1913),

The range of concerns also encompassed political developments

relevant to farming and phflosophtcal concerns—such as those found in
a sectton of Warren's text titled "Some Thoughts for the Farm Boy"
CWarren, 1913).
Early leadership in farro raanagement research carae from persons
trained tn the physical sctences,

An article in 1902 emphastzed the

interrelationships among farm enterprises and vtewed farm manageraent
as a merging of the principles of agriculture and economics CSpillman,
1902),

However, it was nearly a decade before thts view preVailed

and tt was in the 1920s before the balance began to move strongly tn
the direction of economic analysis (Case and Wtlltams v , 1957).

This

trend, however, continued to such an extent that eventually farm management was removed from departments of Agronomy, in which it was originally
located, to departments of Agricultural Economics.

More recently farm

manageraent, as it was originally conceived, has received less publicity
and ts often undertaken by indivtduals tn extenston positions, implementation agencies such as TVA, etc, (Clapp, 1955; McKnight, 1959;
State of Californta, 1977),

Instead—unfortunately perhaps tn the

1tght of current tnterest in FSR--the mainstreara of farm management has
becorae tncreastngly tdentified wtth production economics, and has
placed greater emphasis on what farmers ought to do through use of
techniques such as budgettng ? program planning, etc,
Despite important straflartttes between FSR and the early forras of
farm raanageroent research, differences are apparent tn the treatment
of motivations and the flexibility of recommendations emerging from

the analysts of extsttng farmtng systems,

Farm Tnanageinent research

assumed that successful farmers had to he thrtfty, hardworkfng, profft
maxfmtzers.

They would prosper, expand, and should he emulated,

As

late as 1947, farm manageraent was befng deffned as "tlie act of judfcfously and skfllfully managfng a farm" (Boss and Pond, 1947).

Further,

much of the farai management Ifterature tended to be proscrfptfve fn
nature, fndfcattng what farmers should do to be successful, rather than
trying to understand the logic of the farming practices that the mass
of farmers were ustng.

Model farms were an fmportant element in both farm

management research and promotion actfyftfes durfng the first two
decades of the century tCase and Wfllfams, 1957),
Whfle a detailed dfscussfon of farm management research fs beyond
the scope of thfs revfew of FSR, we vfew farm management research,
especially fn tts early manffestatfons, as an fmportant antecedent of
FSR,

To an fmportant extent, the rise fn fnterest fn FSR as a means

of tmproyfng the effectfveness of agrfcultural development efforts fn
the Third World ts fn response to limftatfons of the traditional
dtsctplinary approach that succeeded farm management research tn the
U.S. and in most research institutes in the Third World.
a sense, the wheel has come a full circle.

Thus, in
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- International Agricultural Research Center
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- Instituto Columbiano Agropecuario

ICARDA

- International Center for Agricultural Research in the
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- International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics

ICTA

- Instituto De Ciencia Y Tecnologia Agricolas (Guatemala)

IER

- Institut D'Economie Rurale (Mali)

IITA

- International Institute of Tropical Agriculture

ILCA

- International Livestock Center for Africa

IRRI

- International Rice Research Institute

ISRA

- Institut Senegalais de la Recherche Agricole (Senegal)

LDC

- Less Developed Country

ORD

- Organisme Rurale Du Development (Upper Volta)

SAT

- Semi-Arid Tropics

TVA

- Tennessee Valley Authority

USAID

- United States Agency for International Development
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